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Gambier, Ohio

Course evaluation
system overhauled
revised after its review last spring
by the Faculty Affairs Committee
(FAC). After a trial run last spring,
the technologically advanced ;ind
more detailed evaluation system
was officially approved at a faculty
meeting on Sept. 13. It will be used
to review at least one class taught
by each faculty member at the end
of this semester.
According to Professor of

BY ROSE BABINGTON

Staff Reporter

Beginning in December, all
students will have the chance to log
on to the Kenyon network and offer
extensive feedback on one or more
of their courses from the semester.
The existing course evaluation system, which has been in
effect for the past three years, was

Music Benjamin Locke, the Chair
of the Faculty, the old evaluation
system consisted of a paper survey,
given out during class at the end of
each semester, with ten phrases that
students answered by "circling their
level of agreement or disagreement
with these statements." To tally the
responses, the associate provost's or
the registrar's office constructed a
see

EVALUATIONS, page two

Poetry and Profit
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Katherine Maus, Professor of English at the University of Virginia, delivered a lecture entitled
etry and Profit: Then Invention of the Literary Market in Renaissance England" on Monday.
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Plant closes, leaving 39 unemployed
Earlier this month, the Jervis
B. Webb Company, which produces overhead conveyor belts
for the automotive and garment
industries, announced plans to
close its Mount Vernon branch. On
September 30, the factory located
on 1 Mount Vernon Avenue will
permanently close its doors. 39
employees will lose their jobs.
Mel Stokes, the Director of
Human Resources at J.B. Webb's
headquarters in Farmington
Hills, Michigan, attributes the
closures of its Mount Vernon and
Marietta, GA branches to "a poor
economy."
Though Jervis offers severance packages, Diana Williams
of the Opportunity Knox Employment Center Mount Vernon's
1

employment agency fears Jervis
employees will have a hard time
finding equivalent jobs elsewhere.
"They'll find jobs," she says, "but
not positions that pay as well.
Some of these workers have been
at this plant for 20-2- 5 years. They
won't find salaries like that anywhere else."
Since most of these employees have backgrounds only in
machinery,Williams said they will
need to be trained in another trade
in order to get another high paying
job. With few machinist positions
available in the job market, these
workers will have to completely
their careers. "It's a hard
time right now for Jervis workers,"
said Williams, "In these next few
months, these workers have to decide what they want to do with the
rest of their lives."
Shelley Legg, the 32 year-ol- d
re-tail-

or

CHARLOTTE NUGENT
News Editor

Steve Klise

Staff Reporter

The ongoing battle for business between Coshocton Avenue
and downtowm Mount Vernon
claimed its latest victim last Tuesday with the closing of Caraway's
Tavern on Main.
Open for little over two years,
Caraway's was a popular downtown spot known for everything
from fresh breakfast dishes in the
morning to a wide variety of imported beers by night.
"It was always my dream to
open up a bar," said Caraway's
owner, Fred Wolford. But Tuesday
night, Wolford poured his last beers
for customers before the restaurant

closed its doors.
According to Wolford, Caraway's, formally known as "The
Ohio Restaurant," began spiral-in- g
downward in 2003, when the
city of Mt. Vernon underwent an
expansive renovation known as
the "streetscape project." According to Wolford, the city tore up, refurnished, and polished off certain
areas and avenues downtown.
The renovation was intended
as "District Improvement," but
Wolford deemed that phrase inaccurate, alleging that it pushed
patrons away from the businesses
on Main St. to the more bustling
sprawl of establishments on Coshocton Avenue. He holds the
see CARAWAY'S, page two
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Rising GPAs cause
concern among faculty
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contract expeditor for Jervis, says
she's "not real sure" what she'll
do when the plant closes. "I have
two years of college experience
in paralegal studies. I'm thinking about going back to school
to study psychology. I've actually
been on Kenyon 's website looking
at classes. Or maybe I'll go into
early education. I don't know what
I'll do."
Because of this decision and
because of the immediate benefits
of severance packages and unemployment revenue, Williams
said that workers will delay their
search for a new job. "So far, only
a few have filtered into my office,"
she says, "Most are bitter and just
want to take a vacation." Williams
believes there are jobs out there
for these workers; however, she
realizes the search and training
see JERVIS, page five

A recent spike in the average
GPA of Kenyon students has sparked
a fresh, local round of an old academic
debate: is grade inflation a problem at
American colleges?
Data provided by the Registrar's
office show an increase in the average
GPA of Kenyon students to 3.32 for
school year, up from
the 2003-200- 4
school year and
3.25 in the 2002-200- 3
school
from 3.19 in the 2000-200- 1
year when the spike began. Further

analysis of data shows Kenyon's
average student GPA rising steadily
over the last 50 years from 2.58 in
1955, the earliest year for which data
was available.
According to the Registrar, A's
constitute 45 of all
and
final class grades given at Kenyon,
while
B's and
constitute 39 of all final class grades.
C's and D's follow distantly behind,
of final
accounting for 7 and
A-minu-

ses

B-plus-

B-minu-

es,

ses

1

class grades, respectively.
Kenyon is not alone with its rising average GPA. According to a surcolleges prepared
vey of 24 liberal-art- s
by Franklin and Marshall College, the

average GPA at 15 schools rose in
2003-200- 4
from the previous school
year, while four had average GPAs
that remained the same and only five
had average GPAs that fell. Kenyon
records the 8th, 13th, and 10th highest
GPAs in the survey for the last three
school years respectively, placing it
somewhere in the middle of the pack
of rising GPAs at similar institutions.
A point of contention
What to make of all this data,
however, is a point on which few
agree. Current and former faculty
members expressed feelings about

grade inflation that ranged from
guarded neutrality to moral outrage.
"One sees grade inflation and automatically says 'bad,'" said Professor
of Drama Thomas Turgeon. "I'd like
to know a bit more about it before we
determine if it's bad."
Professor of Political Science
Fred Baumann, on the other hand, sees
grade inflation as an unequivocal blot
on American highereducation. "When
you inflate grades, the professor treats
himself and his work with contempt,"
said Baumann. "And it leads the stu- see

GRADES, page five

Tonight: Clear. High: 84F, low:

Saturday: Partly cloudy. High:

52F.

73F, low: 43F.

Friday: Partly cloudy. High:

Sunday: Sunny. High: 69F,

82F, low: 53F.

low:

42F.
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Evaluations: Online system offers more options
CONTINUED from page one
graph showing where the responses
lay, and the professor then received
a copy of the spreadsheet.
In addition to the normal evaluations, students were occasionally
requested to submit letters to the

Provost's office regarding one
particular professor who was up
for promotion or tenure.
The decision to change the
system of student feedback on
courses was made in the spring of
2004, when the FAC looked at the

process to gauge its effectiveness.
Director and Professor of Women's
and Gender Studies Laurie Finke,
who chaired the FAC in 2003-200said that course evaluations exist for several purposes at
Kenyon. In addition to reporting
students' opinions to their professors, the survey evaluations and
4,

letters were used by the Tenure and
Promotion Committee (TPC) each
year when faculty members were
reviewed. According to Finke, the
evaluations also provide students

with an anonymous forum in
which to voice their thoughts on
classes, thus giving students the
power to contribute to or change
an aspect of a class.
Finke cited several factors in
the committee's final decision to
change the system. The student letters had a return rate of less than

50 percent This meant that the when
the TPC referenced letters for a faculty member's review, they did not
get a complete picture of that faculty

member's performance, which she
said is a problem when "someone's
career is at stake."
With regard to both the letters
and the survey evaluations, Finke
said a large part of the work fell upon
the associate provost's office, whose
job it was to request and collect letters and to compile the handwritten
survey responses into spreadsheet
form. The survey evaluations also
did not give the students true opportunities to go into personal detail
about the class, nor did they give the
faculty extensive feedback on their
teaching and class materials.
The FAC sought to remedy
these shortcomings by creating the
new evaluation system. The most
noticeable change is that the course
surveys can be filled out online.
Students will now have three
week
weeks, from the second-las- t
of the semester to the end of exams,
to log on to the Kenyon network and
take a few minutes to complete the
evaluation.
Professor Tim Sullivan, current
Chair of the FAC, added that the
evaluation itself, in addition to the
ten questions that are answered with
varying levels of agreement or disagreement, contains three questions

that "students can type in responses
that they want to add . . . narrative
responses." Faculty members can
also submit three questions of their
own that are specific to the class;
only that professor will see those
responses. In addition, said Professor Sullivan, a few evaluation letters
will still be requested from students,
but the number of those will decrease
significantly.

The members of the FAC feel
that the new system will be advantageous to everyone it affects. Students, they said, will benefit because
they can now complete the survey
at their convenience and can take as
much or as little time as they want
when writing in their comments.
Faculty members will benefit because they will be able to see a more

Caraways: Bar serves last beer
CONTINUED from page one

to cable box at New Apartments.
Sept. 15, 4:33 p.m. Fire alarm
at Taft Cottages caused by burnt
popcorn.
Sept 15, 11:34 p.m. Suspicious

-

persons outside Bexley Apartments.

-

Sept. 16, 1:47 a.m.
Theft of
Domino's Pizza sign from New
Apartments area.
Sept 16, 9:05 a.m. Misuse of
facultystaff parking permit by

-

student.
Sept 16, 3:54 p.m. Fire alarm
at Hill Theater. No smoke or fire
found. Maintenance was notified.
Sept 17, 1:44 p.m. Drug paraphernalia found in room at New
Apartments.
Sept 17, 3:17 p.m. Drug paraphernalia found in room at New

-

-

Apartments.
Sept 17, 9:49 p.m. Underage
possession of alcohol at Mather

-

Residence.
Sept 18, 12:04 a.m. Medical call
regarding ill student at Lewis Hall.
College Physician was notified.
Sept 18, 1 :35 p.m. Medical call
at Lewis Hall regarding student
with cut hand. College Physician
was notified and will see student
later this date.
Sept 18, 2:15 p.m. Drug paraphernalia confiscated from student
outside Old Kenyon.
Sept 18, 10:04 p.m. Underage

-

-

-

-

possession of alcohol at Mather
Residence.
Sept 18, 10:46 p.m. Underage consumption of alcohol and

-

Residence.
Sept 19, 4:35 a.m. Vandalism
students breaking ceiling tiles at
Leonard Hall.
Sept 19, 3:45 p.m. Theft of purse
from Community Center.
Sept. 19, 2:00 a.m. Medical call
at Duff Street Apartments regarding student with cut foot. Student
was transported to the hospital for

-

-

-

atmosphere.

stitches.

we would frequent Tavern on Main
on weekends, or whenever we
wanted a good meal and a chance
to hang out and chat with Nancy.
It was great to walk into the place
and be greeted by name. Nancy is
one of the nicest people I've ever
met, and she made Tavern on Main
special."
"The Tavern Burger," said
Adam Taylor, a frequent patron of
Caraway's, "has blue cheese, and
sauteed onions. And I don't even
like blue cheese. There will never
be another place like Caraway's.
Downtown Mt. Vernon is suffering,
the lifespan for businesses here is
short. I am here tonight to pay my
last respects."

'

closure,

Shawn Gulati

Representative to Senate

-

Michael Zabek

Medical call
at McBride Residence regarding
ill student. Student advised to call

Residence Hall Presidents.
McBride Jenny Lu
McMather John Cheever
Lewis Ricki O'Neill
Gund Adam Leverone
Norton Hylton Early

Security if further assistance was
needed.
Sept. 20, 4:02 a.m. Medical call
regarding ill student at McBride
Residence.

-

-

Sept. 20, 1:58 a.m. Drug paraphernalia found in room at Leonard

Hall Representatives:

Hall.

Norton:

-

Sept. 20, 2:49 a.m. Medical call
regarding ill student at McBride
Residence.
Sept. 20, 4:02 a.m. Medical
call regarding ill student at Caples
Residence.
Sept 20, 2:12 p.m. Drug paraphernalia found in room at Leonard

Amy Zjmmerman
Chris Audain
McBride:
Traci Gau
Inlifi Pnumv
Samuel Dustin Stanley
wju

-

BaU

Astrid Redmond
Elena Fernandez
Kathryn Tumen
Aaron Hatley

-

Hall.

Lewis:
Jarrett Moreno
Gwen Faulkner
Mrarc Christian
Laura Mannz

Gund:
Andrew Irvin
Peter Case
McMather:
Comas-BardJosie
Lee Silpe
Zach Shapiro Kathln Chiasson
Lucas Eckman
Timothy Callahan
Joel Beckett
Ping Lai
ot

-

Fire alarm
at Caples Residence caused by contractors working in area.

Sept 21, 12:27 p.m.

With Caraway's

Wolford will return to his previous
window replacement business. He
said he would like to open a similar
restaurant in the future.

Representative to Student Council

the Health Center.

Sept 21, 12:06 p.m.

18-ho- ur

Class Representatives:

-

Sept 20, 2:49 a.m.

After throwing back a shot of
Jagermeister, another steady customer and friend of Taylor's, Matt
Mowery, explained that he always
came to Caraway's because it was
"one of the few places to go and
have a good beer."
In a final attempt to halt the
loss of revenue which Caraway's
experienced during downtown's
renovation, Wolford tried to make
his restaurant more accessible,
opening at 6 a.m and running until
2 in the morning. Yet even the
day failed to bring in enough
revenue to keep the business running. Caraway finally retired from
the business for health reasons,
and not long after, Wolford finally
called it quits.

The AD's decided

to throw a rush week event at her
place. We arranged to have a bunch
of tables for us, and ate around 700
hot wings that night. We repeated
the event last year. Apart from that,

First Year Council Election Results

Sept. 19, 7:32 a.m. Medical call
regarding injured student at Ernst
Center. Student was transported to

- Alarm

at
Higley Hall, caused by overheated
room. Area was cooled with a fan.

J

L

.

project solely responsible for the
closing of Caraway's.
"I was literally losing hundreds
of dollars by the day," Wolford said.
"Honestly, I never recovered from
that. If it had never happened, my
doors would still be open today."
Wolford opened the restaurant
with his mother in 2002, Nancy
Caraway, known affectionately to
Wolford, and restaurant patrons as
"Momma." She worked for the Aramark Food Service in Gund Servery
n
for 27 years and was
by
many students.
After she left Kenyon, the
men of the Alpha Delta Phi (AD)
fraternity followed her downtown
to Caraway's.
"We started going to Tavern
on Main because a lot of brothers
knew Nancy from Gund," said the
AD President David Jacox. "She
gave the restaurant a really good
well-know-

September 15 - September 21, 2004
Sept 15, 10:57 a.m. - Vandalism
unauthorized gathering at Caples

was used for only a few courses,
was found to be very successful in
the views of administrators, faculty,
and students.
Although they cannot promise
that the system will run flawlessly
the first time, members of the FAC
said they believe that it will be a
distinctive improvement over the
old system, as long as Kenyon
students take the time to utilize the
new method of evaluation.
Professors and administrators
alike have been stressing the importance of students' feedback. As
the semester draws to a close, more
emails and notices will go out, reminding students to log on and contribute their input so that faculty can
continue to update and improve their
classes in future years.

thorough and accurate reflection of
the students' opinions.
In addition, because all evaluations will be conducted online,
compiling and reformatting the
surveys will become a more efficient and timely process. Associate
Provost Richard Switzer said that,
in addition, "the process will be
entirely anonymous. No one at any
point will have any idea of how
any specific student responded to
any question."
According to Switzer, the TPC
will also find that the new system of
evaluation gives them more depth
and information when making decisions about faculty promotions and
tenure.
Locke reported that a test run
of the new system last year, which

Due to editorial error, the "Pizza Hut" apartments were incorrectly identified as being located on n.iff Strpt
.
....
rf
innux or rresnmen
creates housing crunch ). 1 he apartments are located on Meadow Lane.
Due to start error, Visiting Assistant Professor Christopher LaSota was cited as world
fnr thr Fndich a
partment ("Other new members of Kenyon faculty"). LaSota is in fact a member of the department of Physics,
(,

ttT. n
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LBIS guards against viruses, offers wireless
Griggs says he is "very
pleased" with the change. Some
students have complained that it
now takes longer to access the Internet, but during that login time,
Perfigo scans each computer used
to access the Kenyon network or
the Internet. If it finds a virus or
security flaw, Perfigo quarantines
the infected computer while redirecting the user to a page detailing
each problem and outlining how
to fix it. If Windows patches are
required, Perfigo links users to
the individual patches instead of
leaving them to search Microsoft's
complicated website.
There are limits to what problems Perfigo can handle, however.
One of these is spyware, also called
adware, which is a type of program
designed with commercial intent to
track users' information for reporting back to a website or company.
Griggs warns that such programs
can range from "relatively benign
to horrible."
Spyware can cause pop-u- p
advertisements, increase spam
emails, or redirect web browsers
to unwanted sites. Spyware can
be included in free online games
or in
programs like
WinMX.
According to Murphy, "more
and more student computers cannot
run" because of spyware. Antivirus
software does nothing to combat
spyware, and, he said, "some software advertised to delete spyware
or block popup ads can simply be

BY JEFF FORCE

Staff Reporter

Kenyon's computer network
has undergone a number of major
changes this year, including the
implementation of the Perfigo security gateway and wireless Internet
access in residence halls.
Last year's computers were
"like a feeding trough for viruses,"
said Ronald Griggs, Director of
Information Services. "Our focus
is to make sure that computer
problems aren't getting in the way
of academic work."
While a standard antivirus
program, Norton Corporate, was
required for all computers connected to the Kenyon network, viruses continued to disable students'
computers throughout the year last
year. According to Griggs, Perfigo
should help solve the network problems, as it detects both viruses and
security flaws and requires users to
fix the problems immediately.
"It's like dealing with mice in
an old house," says Joseph Murphy,
librarian and technical consultant.
"You can trap or kill them, but you
still have to seal the hole in the wall
to keep more fr jm getting in."
Another concern LBIS had was
the availability of personnel. "If a
virus comes out late on a Sunday,
there's no one on staff at LBIS,"
said Murphy. "Literally hundreds
of students have used Perfigo so far
this year to fix security problems by
themselves."
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Hugh Can Have Him: New Critic Now Nude Critic
Takes Leave of Abstinence
September 23, 1966
This gem of a headline managed to make it onto the front page. Robie
McCauley, then editor of the Kenyon Review, took a year off to work
for Playboy editing fiction. "The job is very much the same ... I read
and edit fiction," commented Mr. McCauley. As Playboy's new Fiction
Editor, McCauley felt fine about the level of fiction he would be working
with: "I receive many manuscripts from the same people who sent them
to me at the Review ... and we'll be printing some of them."

Psi U Lodge Hit Again
September 23, 1982
The Psi Upsilon lodge had three basement windows broken by rocks on
damages was the
the weekend preceding this article. The $300-$4Ototal vandalism
brought
second incident at the lodge in six months, and
in less than a
dollars
$1000
Psi
U's to over
damages shouldered by the
on the
information
for
dollars
$500
offered
year's span. The fraternity
figure
"We
saying
Loomis
Mark
U
president
Psi
with
then
incidents,
we'll get it back in the long run, and it will pay off for us."
O

BYZACHSTOLTZFUS

spyware itself." Students are urged
to get more information from http:
antivirus.kenyon.eduadware.html
if they think their computer is infected with spyware.
Murphy said LBIS is milking a
concerted effort to prevent students'
computers from developing problems, instead of waiting until after
systems go down and then trying to
fix them.

"We fix things in a way that
prevents the next problem," he
said. Part of this effort involves
education about computers so that
students can utilize them properly
and be aware of possible risks.
Murphy said he sees "computer

illiterate" as a "terrible term."
"Are you cars literate?" he
asks. "There are plenty of people
who can't rebuild an engine, but
they can fill the gas tank and drive.
It's the same with computers." Murphy says LBIS is working to communicate information that students
need to know and not to overwhelm
them with needless data.
Another major LBIS change
this year is the introduction of
wireless support in residence halls,
which is already up and running
in many dorms. Wireless Internet
access has not yet been activated
in dorms where students are running their own wireless networks,

however.

"Think about driving and
listening to the radio," suggests
Griggs. "When you hit the fringes
of two signals, your car radio tries
to interpret them both. All you can
hear, of course, is static and gibberish as the two stations interfere with
each other."
Students who set up their own
wireless networks are causing such
interference, and the Kenyon wireless network will remain off in
Watson, McBride, Old Kenyon and
Bushnell until all rogue networks
are shut down. LBIS is almost
ready to activate wireless access in
the Acland and Bexley apartments.

College starts using local foods
BY

MEGAN SHIPLEY
Staff Reporrer

In an effort to support Knox
County fanners, Kenyon's dining
halls are now including locally- -'
grown foods in all daily meals.
This new initiative is part of
the Food for Thought program
sponsored by the Rural Life Center, which is working to provide a
dependable local market for Knox
County farm goods. It is part of a
nationwide trend toward
college dining programs.
According to Howard Sacks,
sociology professor and director
of the RLC, the program's goal is
to support small family farms and
rural character by building a strong
market for locally produced food.
"Food for Thought is much bigger than the Kenyon dining hall,"
he said. "In a broader sense, it's a
effort to build the local
county-wid- e
food system."
Local foods have appeared
in daily meals since the beginning
of the school year. According to
Niles Gebele, general manager of
Aramark Food Services at Kenyon.
about 70 of dining hall meat is
from nearby farms. The amount of
locally grown produce that is used
will vary depending on seasonal
availability. ARAmark is now buying locally from Lanning's Foods, a
Mount Vernon food processing and
distribution company. ARAmark
will continue to purchase from the
Sysco Corporation for food that is
unavailable locally.
Gebele said that the local foods
program has generally improved
the quality of the food. "Chicken
breasts, for example, always used
to come in 20 lbs. frozen blocks,",
said Gebele. "Now it's all fresh."
"Basically, Kenyon's food
system usually has to buy in national and international markets,"
said Eric Helt, a local farmer who
is involved with Food for Thought.
'The food has to travel 2000 miles,
and it's about two weeks old. It's
cheap and not very good, as students know."
According to Sacks, local
food generally travels 20-4- 0 miles
and is served within a few days
of being harvested. He added that
the freshness improves nutritional
value and taste.
farm-to-scho- ol

Junior Kate Barney, an organizer of Food for Thought, said that
she has "heard nothing but positive
responses from Kenyon students."
"I'd say that the meat is a
little bit better," said Amy Stricter
'07 when asked if she had noticed
any change in the food this year
compared to last year. "1 think the
produce tastes better, particularly
the apples." She said, "Even if the
food doesn't taste much better,
buying local food is better for the
local economy and better for raising student awareness about issues
facing the farming community."
Griffin King '05 agreed that
"the overall food quality has improved."
However, Nora Carlson '07
said she hadn't noticed many
changes in the food. "It's still really
nasty. ... The salad does seem less
brown," she said. "I haven't seen
much of a change, but I do think
the program is a good idea."
According to Gebele, the response has been overwhelmingly
positive from Aramark staff. "Our
staff loves it," he said. "A lot of
them are farmers themselves, they
know farmers, or they grew up on
farms, so they know where the food
comes from."
Organizers of Food for Thought
say that the program will benefit
both Kenyon and the surrounding
community.

"This project has unbelievable
potential to change the students'
quality of life, the lives of local
farmers, and towngown relations,"
said Barney. "It's a way to help the
family farm crisis in America. Our
country loses an average of 330 family farms per week. Families should
not have to give up their heritage,
their land, and generations of life
on the farm because agribusiness is
squeezing them out of the market."
Sacks explained that local
small-scal- e
fanners are facing presfrom
large commercial
sure both
farms and from Columbus's urban
sprawl. Food for Thought's goal is
to create a strong local market "so
local farmers won't have to compete with huge corporate fanns and
so they will have a reason not to sell
out to developers."
Sacks said that the Kenyon dinhall
ing
program is only one aspect
for Thought A weekly
Food
of

farmers' market in Mount Vernon
was created through the program
last year. Several other projects are
in the works, including a local food
warehouse, a grant program for
farmers, and marketing and public
exhibits to promote food and farming
in the local community.
Proponents of Food for Thought

hope that Kenyon's support will
have a significant effect on the local
economy. According to Sacks, Kenyon will spend between $300,000
and $500,000 on local food this
year out of a total food budget of
more than $1 million. Local foods
are often more expensive than food
bought from national distributors,
but Sacks attributed the price difference to higher quality food
"We're putting a lot of dollars
into the local economy that would
have otherwise gone to a national
distributor," he said.
According to Harry Scott,
National Account Executive at
Lanning's Foods, farmers receive
66-7- 5
cents for each dollar spent on
Lanning's local foods. In contrast,
farmers get an average 11 cents
on the dollar for food processed by
national distributors, said Sacks in a
Collegian article last February.
"Lanning's has been very
happy to be able to do the Food
for Thought program," said Scott.
"It is something that has increased
our business."
Kenyon is just one of several
schools across the nation that are
experimenting with farm-to- - school
programs. "This is really part of a
national campaign that's going on,
and Kenyon is being viewed as a
model of how to do this at the college level," said Sacks.
Sacks added that there are
plans for a national conference on
programs to be held
at Kenyon next summer.
--

farm-to-scho- ol

Other upcoming programs
include a large scale composting
project in the dining halls and the
creation of a community kitchen
in Mount Vernon, said Barney.
Barney added that there will
be increased publicity for Food for
Thought. New educational materials, including panels, photographs,
will appear in dinand table-tenting halls next Tuesday, September
28 and will continue throughout
the year.
s,
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New sober houses open for recovering students
BYSARAH COHEN
Staff Rep oner

This year marks a significant
increase in the College's involvement
with drug and alcohol rehabilitation
services for Kenyon students, through
the addition of a new sober house on
campus.
According to Lori Wenner, head
of the drug and counseling services
at Kenyon and key facilitator of the
drugalcohol rehabilitation program,
the idea for a sober house originated
because the social atmosphere at Kenyon has presented obvious difficulties for students coping with addiction
problems.
Wenner wanted to provide those
students with an option thatwenta step
further than the substance free houses
on campus, many of which are inhabited by students who are there involuntarily because of thi s year's housing
crunch. Wenner said she felt itwas not
conducive to students coping with drug
addictions to live down the hall from
heavy parliers. 'tDne's living space
should not create anxiety, " she said.
To address these concerns,
Dr. Schermer, in collaboration with
Wenner, Dean of Residential life
George Barbuto and Dean of Students

Donald Qmahan, pioneered a plan that
would expand the rehabilitation program by providing separate housing
for students struggling with drug or
alcohol addictions.

Five students on campus are
currently participating in the program. The four males live together
in a house at an undisclosed location
on campus. The one female member
of the rehabilitation program lives ata
separate undisclosed location.
Wenner acts as the house supervisor, serving primarily as a contact
for members of the program. There
is no official check-lis- t
for students'
everyday duties, hough most of the
members of the houses are on a contract pledging their commitment to
the program. The only requirements
for participation in the program are
weekly drug counseling sessions with
Wenner and periodic drug tests.

These means are emphasized
more as negative reinforcement
than the focal point of the program,
however According to Wenner, the
essence of the program lies in the students' cooperation in a rehabilitation
program.

The sober house operates

dif-

ferently than the school's substance
free residences on campus Whereas

students living on a wellness floor
may simply be opposed to drug and
alcohol use, studentsin the sober house
do not necessarily oppose the use of
substances, but rather have suffered
because of their heavy experimentation with these substances.
All of the male members that
were interviewed said they are not
resentful of students who drink oruse
drugs, and that they are not attempting
to convert any drugalcohol users to
sobriety. One male memberexplained
that the focus of the house is on the
community inside. 'It's really about
"he
our own health and
well-bein-

g,

said.

All students living in sober hous-

ing have committed to abstaining
from using any mood or mind altering substances, and they have agreed
that any neglect of this commitment
could resultin theirexpulsion from the
house.
One male member of the sober
house said the residence provides for
a deep sense of community. "Fellowship is very strong,"he said. 'It helps
to be in touch with people who share
the same goals as you. "

Many of the sober

house

residents said they would feel lost at
a college without such a program to

keep them grounded.
The members of the sober
houses said they feel that Kenyon
has pioneered a proactive approach

to supporting students in recovery.
The establishment of the sober housing system at kenyon, they said, was
a huge mileston for young people in
recovery.
Said one male resident, 'People
in recovery can feel comfortable going
to college knowing that there is going
to be somewhere that they can feel
safe, and have people to relate to."
Especially at a campus like Kenyon, they said, where parties with
beer and drug use compose much of
the weekend night life, it is helpful to
have a sanctuary where they do not
have to deal with temptations.
At the same time, the students
in the program all acknowledged the
danger of isolating themselves from
the rest of the college community.
They are involved in several activities
outside of the house, including Greek
life, sports and performing arts groups,
and their commitment to substance
free living does not entirely exclude
them from substance consuming students. One of the members explained
that they do occasionally go to parties,
and that 'just because they're sober

doesn 't mean they don 't know how to
have a good time. "

Members of the sober houses
said the most comforting factor in the
program i s the realization that they are
not alone. According to one of the
members of the male house, "thinking
you 're the only one with a problem is a
manifestation of die problem itself. "
Students and faculty expect that
the addition of the sober house will
be a valuable tool in the rehabilitation
program, as it will provide a safe zone
for those struggling with addiction
problems. However, there is still
much left to be determined about the
sober house.
Second semesterwill startanother
chapter for the program, when the three
female members of the program, two
of whom are currently off campus,
move in together at their on campus
residence.
So far, Wenner said, the community's response to the sober houses on
campus has been a pleasant surprise.
She prai sed the students for their level
of concern and responsibility, and cited
members of residential life and student
affairs as being very supportive of the
program. She concluded that "they
were given a second chance,"one that
may have been missed in past years.
--

Student Council discusses budget, judicial process
BY ANDY CLAUTICE

Staff Reporter

Funding for competitive
student groups, reviewing the
judicial process and following up
on last week's discussion about
sophomores in division housing
dominated the discussion at this
week's Student Council meeting.
Student Council President
Nick Xenakis '05 presented a
tentative proposal thatoutlined the
requirements for student groups
that wish to receive funding as

"competitive" organizations.
This new category will cover
groups that go to competitions
out of state.
Under the proposal, groups
would have to apply to the Student Life Committee to be placed
in the competitive category. The
committee would review the applications to ensure that the groups
meet the two main requirements
- that they represent the College
and that they compete against
other institutions. Xenakis also
emphasized that he wanted to
'leave the door open" for other
types of groups, such as community service-oriente- d
groups,
to eventually become eligible for
such funding.
Some questions were raised
over how many, if any, excused
absences from classes would be
allowed to these groups. Senate
Merideth Farmer '05
suggested that two days could
be used as a baseline, with the
option to petition the Committee
of Academic Standards for additional days.
Farmer proposed that three
days could be given to students
who are members of multiple
Co-Cha- ir

or

competitive organizations

varsity sports teams as well as a
competitive group.
Sophomore Class President
Nelie Zanca thought two days
should be sufficient for all students. "You need to prioritize,"
said Zanca. "If you're responsible
enough to be playing a varsity
sport and doing debate, I think you
need to be given those two days
and you need to be responsible."
Farmer reminded the Council that students seeking extra
absences for additional organizations would probably be granted
them. Senior Class President Sa-sWhitaker agreed, expressing
a hope that applicants in multiple
organizations could be given more
leniency.
Junior Class President George
Williams questioned how many
students are actually members of
these groups. Xenakis said he will
ask
of StudentLife
Sam Shopinski '06, who was not
at the meeting, to look at current
student group rosters and see what
groups and how many students
could fall under this classification.
A few minor changes to the
wording of the proposal were
also noted and Xenakis declared
his intent to bring the subject back
up in a few weeks, once an official structure, including funding
sources, has been formed.
The other main topic discussed at the meeting was an
upcoming review of Kenyon 's judicial process. Xenakis noted his
surprise at learning that in some
sexual misconduct cases, the
confront, question and
be questioned by the accused.
Farmer said it is important

for the accused to be considered
innocent until proven guilty and
to be able to face their accuser,
but agreed that direct questioning
was unnecessary. She also asked
whether the Council thought the
judicial process should be made
fully public.
Security and Safety Chair
Steve Flands '06 said he thought
the process should be made public,
noting that his knowledge of the

process came only from his position as a Judicial Board observer.
Zanca agreed that the process
is currently "secretive." She suggested setting up a form of "mock
trial," which might help Council
members understand how the process works.

Various council members
suggested bringing in a student
board member, a faculty board
member and Associate Dean of

ha

Vice-Preside- nt

ac-cuserm-

ust
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Students Cheryl Steele, among
others, to discuss the process.
Hands also followed up on
the Council's discussion from
last week regarding sophomores
in division. According to Hands,
the Housing and Grounds Committee "agreed that sophomores
should be allowed to live in division, but they don't know how to
best convince the Senate in order
to have that happen. "
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Jervis: Economy forces plant to close its doors
CONTINUED from page one
President of the Mount Vernon
Chamber of Commerce, Jeff Urban,
has a more optimistic outlook for the
Jervis employees: "The economy in
Knox county is grow ing." he says,
"there are jobs available." And, from
speaking to people at the plant. Urban says, "the workers are more iipset
about losing friendships than jobs. . . .
It's the family environment that will
be missed."

The plant's receptionist, Jean-nett- e
Rice, as of September 30,
doesn't have a job. "I was hired by
a temp agency, which means I won't
get anything from the company when
it closes," she says. "And I won't be
able to make this salary working
someplace else." Rice also attributes
the factory's closure to a dwindling

economy. "Comrxmies are shipping
jobs overseas," she says. "And this is
the effect."
The closure comes as a blow
to most employees. "Everybody's
upset." says Legg. "I would have
stayed here indefinitely. It's been a
great place to work."
After closure, the Jervis Building,
with a dilapidated facade and an inte- rior "beyond repair." will likely be torn
down. "Have you seen that building?"
asks Urban. "It's so old and needs so
much work. It's not worth keeping it
up." When asked about the future of
the building and its employees, the
plant foreman. Chuck Yeager. offered
no comment. Jeff Urban, however, offered his speculation: "I think they'll
just sell the building." he said, "That
land has a great deal of value."
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in Mr. Vernon will be closing its doors on Sept. 30.

GPA: National trend of rising grades hits Kenyon
CONTINUED from page
dents to feel

one

pt

1988-198-

1

for a grade of
on Kenyon's
grading scale, which were until then
to be accorded a value of 4.33. A
second dip, from an average GPA of
3.20 in the 1999-200- 0
school year to
an average of 3. 19 in the 2000-20- 0
school year, occurred after the withdraw-late
policy, or "Mulligan rule",
was instituted. Under this policy, of
which a student may only take advantage once, students are allowed
to withdraw from any class up until
a week before the semester ends
without a negative effect on their
A-pI-

Another theory on the cause of
grade inflation is that a change in
the teaching styles used at American universities, from more formal

Vietnam War also helped to instigate

as well."
Slight dips are apparent in the
average GPA data in the years after
new grading policies took effect at
Kenyon. One dip, from an average
9
school
GPAof3.08 in the
year to an average GPA of 3.07 in
the 989-- 1 990 school year, occurred
after the elimination of extra weight
self-contem-

us

1

grade inflation. "If you felt that was
the right thing to do, then you had to
it across the board," he said.
Why the rise of average grades
given at universities across the nation continued is unclear, although
several theories have been offered.
Because of increasingly competitive
college admissions nationwide, said
York, students at colleges across the

do

to
styles, has led to
a system that makes giving objective grades difficult. "I think there
has been more emphasis on... the
seminar and discussion format rather
than the more formal lecture," said
Professor Emeritus of Anthropology
Ken Smail. "There has been more
emphasis on students encountering
the data in the discipline rather than
mastering it. There has been a gradual trend from more objective exams
to courses that emphasize writing
less-structur-

country are improving, therefore
meriting higher grades. "I do think
that there has been an overall general rise in academic ability and good
study habits among students," said
York. "Willingness to participate in
the educational process has generally gone up. Entrance requirements
are such that we get students who
have performed extremely well in
their secondary education, and why
shouldn't that group as a group have

GPA.

ed

papers,

take-hom-

e

midterms and

finals, and journals. And maybe in
some disciplines that's more appropriate, or equally appropriate. But
e
exams
it's hard to grade
and journals. I think the tendency is
take-hom-

Average GPA at Kenyon,

be amplified by lots of nuance and
explanation, but you've got to know
where you stand. Do I like doing it?
No. Do I have a good conscience
about it? Yes."
York shares Baumann's distaste for grading, but doesn't believe
that it necessarily devalues students.
"Evaluation is not what people go
into teaching for; you don't like to
do that sort of thing," said York.
"Perhaps being more sensitive to
students' total value rather than
value in the class is a legitimate
thing to consider; I certainly always
did. But that didn't change the way
I graded."
The data on average student
GPAs across Kenyon departments
attests to the difficulty in adhering
to a College-wid- e
grading standard.
According to Registrar data, a 4.00
was the averace final class grade in

1957-200- 3

3.4
3.3
3.2

t

a.

3.1

and have more objective standards. I
think most faculty don't know what
the average grades given by other
people in their department . . . are."
Baumann, Smail and York all
expressed doubt as to whether grade
inflation could be curbed entirely,
however. "For the administration
it's going to take some leadership

J
o

3

V

2.9

Unclear causes
It is perhaps because the causes
of grade inflation are so murky and
its effects so creeping and subtle that
a consensus on what to do about it,
or whether it is even a problem, has
not emerged in the decades that
inflation has been noted. Several
faculty members said they believed
that grade inflation emerged from
the campus turmoil of the late
1960s and early 1970s. "There was
a sense I think among many at that
time ... that we had a obligation
not to stand in the way of students
... that's it's not fair to judge other
people," said Professor Emeritusof
Chemistry Owen York. "During that
time, the grade rise seemed to take
hold."
Baumann believes that professors awarding students higher
grades specifically to help them
avoid being drafted to serve in the

44,

York Tunes.
But is setting a strict percentage
the answer? "I think that's a terrible
idea," said York. "The only reason
I think anyone would embrace it is
if they didn't trust the teachers to
set standards for themselves and to
teach to that standard. To assume
that there can be a standard across
disciplines takes most of the excitement and personality out of teaching."
Smail believes that publicizing data on GPAs across courses

and departments and by faculty
member will alert professors to
grade inflation. "Are the students
that much better in department X or
in concentration Y than in math or
economics?" he said. "I think some
departments are just grading harder

3.5

Steadily rising GPAs have also
caused Kenyon to amend its honors
graduation requirements in the past.
Beginning with the class of 2000,
Kenyon raised the minimum GPA
to attain cum laude distinction from
3.33 to 3.45, to attain magna cum
laude from 3.55 to 3.65, and to attain
summa cum laude from 3.77 to 3.85,
according to Registrar.

Hazy solutions
The causes of grade inflation
are far from crystal-clea- r,
and a
definite solution - if a solution is
needed - is not on the horizon either. Notably, Princeton University,
in the spring of this year, instituted
a university-wid- e
policy to bring
the percentage of A's given in all
departments down to 35 from the
current
according to the New

2.8
2.7
2.6

and encouragement," said Smail.
"For the faculty, it's going to take
resolve, cohesion, and cooperation.
And for students, there's got to be

2.S

J3
Academic Year

some stimulus and support. Because

higher GPAs than the group previous to that?"
Baumann is not so sure. "I think
Kenyon students are smarter," said
Baumann. "Does that mean that I
don't get a bunch of papers that
20
would have graded a
years ago? No. I don't think being
smarter means that they deserve
better grades, because in any case
I don't mind if the standard of the
place rises. If really we have better
students, we can expect more of
them."
I

C-pl-

us

.

to give those mostly A's and B's."
Varying personal beliefs as to
the utility of grades as an evaluative
measure of student work also exist

Scientific Computing classes during
school year, while
the 2003-200- 4
the Classics department posted an

among College faculty members,
making a hard and fast standard for
grading difficult to adhere to across
courses and departments. "There
are people who don't like grades
at all and don't like the inequalities
of grades and the elitism involved
in them," said Baumann. "But at a
certain point you want to be able
to boil it down. Grading should

3.11.

average final class grade of just
In addition to these concerns, a
variety of possible factors in grade
inflation were suggested by Baumann, Smail and York, including the
desire of faculty to be liked by their
students, the desire of students to
get high grades for graduate school
admissions, and competition among
departments for students.

I think grade inflation in the long run

hurts students."
"All I would like to see now
is a consensus in the faculty that
this is a serious problem, an effort
to hold the line where it is, and
maybe slowly and gradually making the atmosphere safer for giving
a few C pluses instead of B's," said

Baumann. "I don't think that can
be attained, by the way. I'm not
at all optimistic. Inching down is
the most that I can hope for. I think
even that is kind of Utopian."
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Kenyon's Fitness, Recreation
built. ... By looking at the building, you'd say, 'My Lord! You're
not going to have that done by next
fall !' B ut this is what takes the time,

BY WILLOW BELDEN

Senior News Editor

After a summer of construction, the new Kenyon College
Fitness, Recreation, and Athletic
Center (FRA) is on schedule to
open in the fall of 2005, said Clerk
of the Works Thomas Lepley.
Inside the FRA, most of the
mechanical equipment has been
installed; the final girders are being put in place; the roof is being
assembled; and the exterior glass
panels are waiting to be installed.
Outside, the McBride football
field is ready to use, complete with
new artificial turf. The track surrounding the field is still awaiting
a rubberized surface coating but
should be done for Homecoming
in
Lepley said.
When finished, the FRA will
house a swimming pool, basketball
court, tennis courts, squash courts,
an indoor track, weight rooms, exercise rooms and a movie theater.
Although the building is
scheduled to be completed by next
fall, Lepley said, "a lot depends on
this winter, and how much of this
building we can get covered up and
be able to work inside of it. ... A lot
of work has been done. We are on
schedule for that completion date
right now, but things could happen this winter that might disrupt
that."
The contractor for the FRA
plans to be able to continue work
outside through the month of November, at which point interior
work will proceed.
According to Lepley, the FRA.
is closer to being finished than it
appears to be. "The building is
kind of built backwards because of
its huge roof," Lepley explained.
"Usually the mechanical systems
are done later, after the building
is enclosed. This mechanical
system was done first, and the
building was the last thing to be
enclosed. It's not a detriment; it's
just the way this building is being
mid-Octob- er,

,s

and it's already done. There's a lot
of stuff to do up there, but it's stuff
that happens pretty quickly."
The most pressing item on
the construction agenda, Lepley
said, is getting the roof in place.
The waterproof roof membrane is
scheduled to be applied to the top
of the building in three weeks; the
56 skylights that will cover every
girder are soon to be installed; and
by Nov. 1, installation of the exterior glass should begin.
"There will be a lot of natural
light coming into the building,"
Lepley said. "The whole west
facade will all be glass, so you
can walk up the street and look
into the pool, look into the "mac"
Multi use- Athletic Center area,
or look into the track area. . . . The
only portion that will not be glass
will be the south side. There will be
some glass there, but the southern
sun is pretty hot. We're trying to
keep that out."
The glass is all on the building site and waiting to be put in.
However, it is a different make of
glass from what was in the original
building design.
The original plan was to have
fritted glass, which has ceramic
dots built in that are supposed to
stop light from going out of the
building. But the College decided
last year to switch to Low-- E glass,
which is simply designed to keep
a lot of sunlight from coming into
the building.
Although some Gambier residents have voiced concerns about
the use of
glass, Lepley said, the Village accepted the
decision and that "the fritted glass
would have been worse than what
we're going to use."
"We don't think the
d
glass is going to be an issue," he "
said, "because the FRA is so far.
We've done studies, and when you

I

I

V"

non-fritt-

ed

non-fritte-

get 80 feet away from the building, the light level just dies. There
isn't anything within 80 feet of the
building. You'll be able to see the
building when you're driving down
Meadow Lane or Duff Street, but it
won't be what they call light pollution."
According to Lepley, all the
glass that is being used in the FRA
is tempered glass, which means that
it comes down in "little nuggets,"
not in sharp pieces, if it breaks.
The glass in the skylights over
the pool will have "safety glass,"
which Lepley said does not fall
at all if broken. "The reason for
that," he said, "is because people
have minimal clothing on, and we
didn't even want the nuggets to hit
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weeks.
Overlooking the football field,
on the opposite end of the building
from the pool, the FRA will house
r,
six-laa
track. The
track will span the perimeter of an
open area dedicated to a variety of
things, such as badminton nets and
a batting cage.
Also on the ground floor will
be a series of tennis courts and the
"mac area."
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them."
Lepley said that the safety
glass is slightly more expensive
than the tempered glass, but that
the cost was not the reason it is not
being used in all skylights; it was
simply not necessary to use safety
glass for all of the skylights.
Aside from completing the
roof, Lepley said, excavation for
the pool is the next order of busi-neand should begin in about two

.

ii

Kevin Guckes

'

The north end of the unfinished FRA looms over the new McBride Field. The final pillars and
girders are currently being installed, and the roof membrane is scheduled to be in place before winter weather
makes exterior
construction impossible.
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Workmen in a cherry picker work on the roof of the FRA.
Sprckl rain"
gutters will be built into the roof so that they will
be
visible.
not
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and Athletic Center on schedule
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A ladder fills the space where the "monumental staircase" will connect the main floor with the basement. An
exact design for the staircase will be decided upon once the exterior structure of the FRA is complete.

Did you know

that

41

He added that geothermal heat
will also help warm the building,
"because underneath the floor, the
ground temperature stays about
55 degrees. Because of this large
space, that's going to help."
To maintain the FRA, Lepley
said, the College will need to
employ five to seven additional
maintenance staff members. This
number is based on the square footage of the FRA and the complexity
of the operating systems within the
building.

Kevin Guckes

A cherry picker sits idle in the eapin chasm where the pool will be.
Excavation for the pool itself will begin in a few weeks.

maintenance costs will go down.
For instance, the artificial turf on
the football field will need much
less care than the grass that was
previously there.
Once the FRA is open, Ernst,
the current athletic facility, will be
torn down, Lepley said. He said
there had been some discussion
of renovating the Ernst Center

Although more personnel
will be needed, Lepley said some
I
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and turning the existing pool into
a dance studio. However, he said,
Ernst would need a lot of work in
order to remain serviceable. For
example, he explained, the heating
system is over 25 years old and
would have to be replaced.
conBryan Stokes,
tributed reporting for this article.
Editor-in-Chie-
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have been significantly different
if it had been a second floor rather
than a mezzanine.
"We would have had to do all
kinds of things with structural steel,
if it was considered a second floor,"
he said. "And it's really not, because there are no walls and there
are several ways to get out of the
mezzanine level."
Lepley said that the spectator area for the pool in the FRA
is smaller than that in the current
athletic center, the Ernst Center.
However, he said he does not think
this will pose a problem, since most
swimming championships are held
at other schools and Ernst's spectator area has rarely been full.
In addition, he pointed out
that people will be able to see the
pool from almost everywhere on
the mezzanine level, since most of
the walls in the FRA are glass.
For instance, he said, one can
watch the swimmers or the tennis
players while working out on the
exercise equipment in the fitness
area, which will be located in the
center of the mezzanine.
Next to the fitness area will

at

,

Lepley said construction
techniques would have had to

120-semovie theater, which
will be available not just for athletes, but for any and all student
groups to reserve.
"One of the big things with the
building is that we want everyone
to participate in it," Lepley said.
"We want people to come down
here and use it."
Lepley described the basement
of
of the FRA as "the heart-thro- b
the building. It's what's going to
keep everybody comfortable."
Squash courts, locker rooms,
showers and all the mechanical
equipment necessary to keep the
building running will be located
in the maze of rooms in the basement.
In addition to the various
generators, pumps and ventilation
mechanisms, a large "heat wheel"
has been installed that will redistribute heat through the building
to conserve energy.
"The heat from the air that
we're exhausting out of the building ... is extracted from that air
before it exits out of the building," Lepley explained, "and then
it's redistributed throughout the
building."
"They've incorporated a lot
equipment," he
of energy-savin- g
continued. "The building is just
about as efficient as you can make
it, with the size of the building."
Lepley said the control system
is operated with a laptop and that
"we have very large degrees of
control over the heating and air
conditioning in the building. So we
can go into an energy conservation
measure really easily, like shutting
things down when the building
closes down at midnight."

be a

.

Although the FRA will not
have a second story, a mezzanine
will house a theater, spectator areas
for the pool and an exercise area.
"We like to call that a mezzanine because it would have
changed the whole description of
the building if we had called it a
second floor," Lepley explained.
"There was a whole big argument
with the building department. ...
They finally agreed that it was a
mezzanine."
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basement of the new FRA will house locker rooms, squash courts, showers and the mechanical
The maze-lik- e
equipment that will keep the FRA operating.

of all academic problems stem from alcohol use and abuse?

Friday, September 24, 2004 10:30 pm 1 :30 am - Karaoke in The Pub - Free Pizza!
Saturday, September 25, 2204 - Paintball -- 10 pm -- 1:30 am. Must register today,
September 23, 2004 by calling the SAC - Cost20
--
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Lamenting change is unproductive
Transition and anxiety over change have been common topics
recently. Only this week, Caraway's Tavern on Main and the Jervis B.
Webb Company shut their doors in Mount Vernon permanently. The
previous week, the Alcove restaurant reopened to face an uncertain
future in Mount Vernon's dying downtown.
Closer to home for members of the Kenyon community, deans and
administrators find new posts at other institutions of higher learning,
only to be replaced by equally qualified outsiders, who work to earn our
trust and respect. Work on the Fitness, Recreation and Athletic center
continues to progress at a healthy pace, though the effects that it will
have upon its neighbors remain ambiguous.
For students of the College, especially those in the first or final year
of their tenure, the atmosphere of change can seem a little toxic. Students
latch on to events of infinitesimal importance and spawn sprawling allsu
home. Gambier Grill
debates filled with biting criticism of our four-year

conversation can focus excessively on days already lived, supposedly
"better" classes and people long gone. For every slight alteration to the
fabric of this community, there is plenty of opposition and dissent.
Many students share the interesting wish that Gambier be, for them,
a static and stable little home. It's a small urge compared to the loss
felt by a former employee of Jervis, or the Tavern, but it is a constant,
quiet and defining for us, in a way few things outside of Middle Path's
pebbles are.
The problem is of course, that it is a wish that can not be. fulfilled.
Gambier is not a retreat center in the woods. It is a living and expanding
g
town next door to a living and
city. Careers need
to keep going, and students matriculate, graduate and pay their loans.
Gambier will never hold still, and neither will its residents. The most
important change that the student body can make in this respect is to
change along with this unique environment..
Besides, most of the changes that we experience during our all too
brief time here involve creation. Dissertation fellows arrive to spark
the beginning of a promising academic career. Tenure-trac- k
professors
are hired each year to weave their own threads through our academic
mosaic. Much-neede- d
buildings are grown amidst the weeds of controversy and the shadows of doubt. Trees and foliage are added to our
pristine landscape, and our wildlife population multiplies fruitfully.
Most importantly however, Kenyon 's student population exchanges
old for new with the coming of each year. It is only through healthy
and regular change that our community has grown and flourished into
a place which can adapt to our own changing needs.
rapidly-expandin-

Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH
43022.
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Kerry's
C. MICHAEL WEAVER
Special to the Collegian

'V reveals long lie

John Kerry's supporters would
have us believe that the controversy
surrounding his experience in Vietnam
is irrelevant in considering his ability to
serve as President I, for one, am willing
to put the issue of what may or may not
have happened on the battlefield behind
us. There is, however, one issue that has
developed that cannot be ignored.

John Kerry has been caught
lying about the subject that he
brought to the forefront of this
election. And not just once.
John Kerry faced his convention,
and America, and announced that he
was "reporting for duty." He proceeded
to tell us how his status as a war hero
qualified him to be the Commander in
Chief of this nation. Perhaps Kerry felt
that he couldn't win the election as a
wartime President on a 20 year record
of voting against defense initiatives.
Perhaps he felt that his status as a war
hero would leave him beyond reproach.
Perhaps he agreed with his wife that
anyone who would dare to disagree
with him was simply an "idiot" and a
"scumbag." On this last point he was
certainly mistaken.
It started innocently enough in
an Oct 14, 1979, letter to the editor of
the Boston Herald. Kerry wrote: "I
remember spending Christmas Eve
of 1968 five miles across the Cambodian border being shot at by our South
Vietnamese allies who were drunk and
celebrating Christmas. The absurdity of
almost being killed by our own allies
in a country in which President Nixon
claimed there were no American troops
was very real." He reiterated this claim
in 1986 on the Senate floor claiming,
"I have that memory of the incident
which is seared
in me. . ."
seared
Richard Nixon was not the President of the United States on Christmas
Eve in 1 968 that was Lyndon Johnson.
Hardly an acceptable error for someone
intellectual status.
of Kerry's
Secondly, as a Buddhist country, the
vast vast majority of people in South
Vietnam don't even celebrate Christmas, much less get drunk doing so.
Finally, Kerry, it is now known, was
not even in Cambodia on the day in
question. Speaking on Fox News on
August 11, Kerry Campaign aide Jeh
Johnson said, "John Kerry has said
on the record that he had a mistaken
recollection earlier" about being in
Cambodia A false recollection that
was "seared" in him? Seriously?
One could argue mat this one instance could potentially be dismissed as
an anomaly, a simple lapse in memory.
Recently, however, more issues have
come to light surrounding Kerry's status
as a war hero.
:

self-tout- ed

question: What incentive does the
Navy have to lie?
Perhaps Senator Kerry simply
didn't bother to have the correction
made because he believed that the erroneous combat "V" was no big deal?

Kerry's DD 214, which is his official navy discharge document, lists a
Silver Star with a combat ' V ' (for valor)
among his honors. Sounds commendable, right? Wrong. As has been pointed
out by myriad sources, the combat "V"
is never awarded with the Silver Star
because the Silver Star itself denotes
valor. To add the combat "V" would
be repetitive. However, the actual wording on Kerry's discharge document is:
"Silver Star With Combat 'V'."
Military law is very clear about
the award of Combat Distinguishing Devices. According to the Navy
Awards Manual: Prior to... 1974, the
"V" was authoiized for wear on the
Legion of Merit, Bmnze Star Medal,
Joint Service Commendation Medal,
Navy Commendation Medal and Navy
Achievement Medal. Between . .1974
and. . 1991, the "V" was aiithoiized
for wear on the Distinguished Flying
Cross, Bmnze Star Medal, Air Medal,
Joint Service Commendation Medal
and Navy Commendation Medal. In
all cases, the Combat Distinguishing
Device may only be worn specifically
authorized in the citation.
Given the fact that naval regulations prevent the awarding of the combat "V" with the Silver Star, the presence of the combat "V" with Kerry's
Silver Star on his discharge documents
raises two troubling questions. How
did the unauthorized "V" get there, and
why has Kerry allowed it to remain
despite the fact that the Navy has said
repeatedly that it is the responsibility of
all personnel to correct errors in their
official records?
Was the combat "V" added by a
clerk's administrative error at the time
of Kerry's discharge? Was someone
persuaded to add it? A good question,
but one we cannot definitively answer
(if this were the President, CBS would
sure try). Let's give Kerry the benefit of
the doubt and assume that the erroneous
combat "V" was a clerical error. This
brings us to question two: If Kerry
had nothing to do with the gratuitously
added combat "V," why didn't he have
his records corrected when he was
separated from the Navy as was his
responsibility?
A question many of us wish that
Sen. Kerry would address. Especially
following a statement by U.S. Navy
spokesman, as reported by the Chicago
that "Kerry's record is incorrect The Navy has never issued a
'combat V to anyone for a Silver
Star."
More troubling is the fact that he
has taken his DD 214 and posted it to
his campaign web site.
This leaves us with only two possible conclusions. Either the Navy is
lying, or John Kerry has committed
a serious fraud. As such, I posit the

Perhaps not
As noted by Fox News on SepChief
tember 3"1 of this year, in
of Naval Operations Admiral Jeremy
Boorda committed suicide when he
learned that a reporter was about to
disclose he had wrongly worn two
Combat V pins on a Bronze Star.
At the time, Kerry was asked
about the incident and told the Boston
Herald that wrongly wearing the medals is a severe error in judgment Kerry
is quoted as saying: "Is it wrong? Yes,
it is very wrong. Sufficient to question
his leadership position? The answer is
yes." Wrong for an Admiral but acceptable for an aspiring Commander
in Chief? I will leave it to the reader to
decide.
Kerry, of course, has it in his power
to clear up these questions by simply
authorizing the release of his military
records by signing a Standard Form
180. He has not done so. However, on
September 15th, Kerry told syndicated
radio and MSNBC host Don Imus that
"We've posted my military records . . .
on my website. You can go to my website, and all my you know, the documents are there." When Imus pressed
Kerry as to whether all ofhis documents
were in fact included on the campaign
website, Kerry responded, 'To the best
of my knowledge."
OK, let's review: John Kerry
knows that he has not signed the Standard Form 180. John Kerry knows that
without that signature, the Navy cannot
release his military records. Yet John
Kerry still tells the American people
that he believes all of the records are
disclosed.
In total, Kerry has lied about his
"Christmas in Cambodia," refused to
correct errors in his records and, more

19,
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troubling, posted those erroneous
records to his web site, and lied about
the availability of other relevant records.
We arenolongertalking about Vietnam
and what happened on the banks of the
Mekong River. We are talking about actions, at best deceitful, Kerry has taken
to enhance his image. He has taken
these actions recently, repeatedly, and
they directly impact his integrity and
his credibility to serve as President of
the United States.

Sun-Time- s,

Editor's Note: Michael Weaver is a
member ofthe Kenyon College Class
of 1996 and is currently a Senior
Fellow at the Westwood Institute for
Politics and Policy cmd the Head of
Structured Credit Products at Lelvnan
Brotliers in New York City.
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Some etiquette for the sexiled Why we chalked
have an equal right to be in the room.
What is the point in paying a couple
thousand dollars to sleep on the
ground in your neighbor's room or
in the lounge? Even if you do not like
your roommate, possibly because she
sexiles you too much, she still lives
there and, short of switching rooms,
there is very little you can do about

BY SARA KAPLOW

Sporrs Editor
It is a Saturday night, and you
are sleeping on a couch in your
dorm's lounge. You can see the door
of your room as you twist and turn on
the couch with its
wooden
bar, and yet you are out here. Why?
In a word, you are sexiled.
ill-plac-

ed

it.

According to your friendly
dictionary, "sexiled" is not even a
word. Yet after a few weeks at college, pretty much everyone knows

I'll explain. Being sexiled occurs
when your roommate is using your
shared space to have "relations" with
an object of her interest. You can be
the one doing the sexiling, leaving
your roomie in the lounge thinking
about how she is going to glue your

The next morning, it may be appropriate to congratulate your roomie
on their success, but it is also appropriate to remedy the situation, lest you
are forced to stash a sleeping bag in
your friend's room in case it happens
again or every night. Some of us
'make the mistake of ignoring it and
hoping that our roommates w ill realize that they are being inconsiderate,
which just leaves us back where we
started, on the dreaded lounge couch.
So in the case of a long-terpotential
for sexiling, it is necessary to discuss
some options with the person doing
the sexiling, otherwise you end up

laptopO shut.
In any case, sexiling is unpleas-

resenting them and they end up
thinking you hate them (which, let's

ant, albeit practically inevitable.

face it, you might).
It is an awkward conversation,
but it's also necessary. One possible
solution is to schedule the amatory
rendezvous in advance and plan for
the unlucky roomie to be elsewhere
during the set time. This works particularly well if your boy or girlfriend
is from
and likes to come
visit on weekends; you know in advance when you are going to need
some alone time, so you should probably let your roommate know ahead
of time.
Another rather clever, simple,
and considerate option is to alternate
between the rooms that you use. Two
people means two different rooms, so
if you have to, invade your partner's

what it means, if not from
d
experience then from having a friend
make good use of your floor and extra
pillow. In case you have not reachedthis point in your Kenyon career yet,
first-han-

People like to have sex in college,
and of course they will need a place
to have It. While some out there enjoy
doing it in
places, most
of us prefer to have our special friends
over to our rooms, which, I suppose,
is natural. Under many circumstances, particularly on weekend nights
when you have been out surveying
the local party scene, you probably
do not even realize you are doing it;
it is even possible that your roommate
is off doing the same thing to another
poor soul.
That said, it is not fun and it
is not fair. In a double, each person
pays the same rather ridiculous rate
for room and board. Thus, you each
semi-publ-

ic

-
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out-of-to-
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Increasing voter turnout
Dear Editor,
A couple of weekends ago I attended an alumni reunion planning event
Gambier with my wife Jean, who is a 1975 graduate of Kenyon. Being a
journalist, I spent a good part of the time I was there looking at various Ohio
newspapers, including the Collegian, to get a sense of how the Presidential
race was shaping up in Ohio.
in

Unlike California, where I live, the candidates actually come to Ohio
because it is a "swing" state. Californians will no doubt once again be informed on election night who the next President will be before many of us
have had a chance to vote. Not great for Golden Staters, but a wonderful
opportunity for Buckeyes.
I was heartened by Ms. Amanda Lewis' editorial, "The importance of
being involved in Gambier," (Sept. 9) and agreed wholeheartedly with her
advice to get involved in activities at Kenyon. At the same time, I wondered
whether anyone would grab an opportunity to volunteer to work for one of
the Presidential candidates.
voted in the 2000 Presidential
4
year-old- s
Only about one in three
election, whereas the overall voting rate for adults was slightly above
One good way for citizens to become involved in politics, apart from voting, is
by helping to register voters.
The Chronicle of Higher Education reported in its September 17 edition that many colleges are falling short registering student voters, thereby
providing politically active students with opportunities to insist that colleges
such as Kenyon comply with a federal law that requires the colleges to make
effort" to provide students with voter registration materials.
a "good-fait- h
18-2-

50.

Although the horserace seemingly changes moment by moment,
nearly everyone believes this will be a close race, much as in 2000 when a
few thousand votes in one key state determined the outcome. A special report
in the Sept, 1 3 issue of Newsweek indicated, for example, that if Kerry and
Bush were to win every state in which they were ahead at that time then the
election would be decided by whichever candidate won Ohio and Pennsyl
vania. Your vote and your activism can significantly impact this election.
Patrick Mattimore

space instead. Then the next time you
decide to be intimate, switch back to
your room. This reduces how frequently you become the obnoxious
person who kicks her roommate out
of the room every night.
That is actually another topic of
discussion: if you are goingto be doing sexual tilings in your room, do not
do it when your roommate is there.
Please note: the divider in Gund is
not soundproof, and thus docs not
count as being in a separate room.
If you ask nicely enough, perhaps
your roommate will oblige you and
get out, at least on occasion. It would
be nice of your roommate to ask you
to leave, instead of forcing you to
listen to pillow-tal- k
and extremely

loud make-ou- t
noises. Sure you
whine about having to leave, but at
least you do not have to listen to kissy
noises all night long.
Some people may be lucky
enough to never have to deal with
this situation, and they are the
people, I freely admit, who are the
subjects of my jealousy. However,
having experienced the uncomfortable scenario of walking in on my
roommate with her boyfriend (a
rubber band on the door knob or
other signal is a good idea as well),
I can pretty much assure my new
roommate that I will never do that
to her. Maybe it takes being in that
position to understand how awkward and unnecessary the whole
thing is, and to take the steps necessary to avoid putting the person
you have to live with for a whole
year in those same shoes.
So next time you are waking
up in the unfamiliar roughness of a
Kenyon lounge couch, think about
talking to the culprit about fixing
the situation so you do not end up
there again. It is not too difficult,
and really, he or she at least owes
you the courtesy of being able to
sleep in your own bed.
If you are ever the one lucky
enough to be heading home with
a new friend, just remember this
simple mantra: sex is fun, but not
for your roommate.

scope of a candidate." Depressed
and saddened on a Tuesday night
at Kenyon, we set out to involve
the community in our dialogue,
because it is an important one.
We sat chalking the outside
of the library at 3 AM and soon
a security guard stopped over us,
not to hose us down or tell us not
to deface private property, but
rather to watch and talk with us.
Mitch, as his name turned out to
be, will return to Iraq to serve in
three weeks. "68 of the soldiers
in Iraq are reserves," he told us,
"people think that it's full-o- n army
officers." Mitch doesn't know
who he will vote for yet, but he
did stay to talk about
something he plans on doing all
day and into the night before he
leaves for Iraq.
The allstus are also an interesting source of education. Some
people think that chalking sidewalks is an eyesore, manifestations
of silly liberal girls, or even unpatriotic. I won't disagree; everyone
has a right and should express their
opinion. But I will say that everyone involved in the project (without affiliation to an organization)
loves this country and respects the
men and women serving it. So
much so that we feel, perhaps in
our Kenyon-bubblthat we actually have the power to demonstrate
that love and appreciation. We
chalked because we were angry,
passionate, and concerned. We
chalked because we feel that at
this time it is all too easy to go to
class, party at Leonard, and eat at
Peirce without remembering the
state of the country in which we
are studying. I will disagree with
one Kenyonite's response, implying that scribbles on a sidewalk are
not a proper setting for debate. We
have done this so that people will
talk (and they have), at least until
the weekend, about the issues we
cannot stop thinking about.
We don't want you to vote our
way, we want you to fully consider
and be proud of what you are vot-

BY SHARON SORKIN

Guest Columnist

Forcing someone to believe
something is impossible. Forcing
someone to learn is equally impossible. Providing resources and adequate education, on the other hand,
is not only possible, it is necessary
something our country still has yet
to learn. Education can come from
within
for the truly gifted people
who always know everything.

But for the
genius members of society, we often
have to go search for knowledge,
most times over and over again.
Yesterday's education for me was
picking up The Independent, a British newspaper that a friend of mine
had sent across the pond. On the
cover was the familiar unflattering
photograph of Bush and around it
were scattered statistics compiled
by an American writer.
The statistics were, as statistics
are, geared toward one angle, but,
to their credit, they are government
statistics (taken from the Library of
Congress, www.whitehouse.gov,
and other published federal documents). The sheer amount of them
astounded and weighed on me, as,
frankly, they should have: the
casualties of war (and the lack of
adequate and working equipment
that we send our soldiers with), the
state of health care (half of those
who worked at Ground Zero do not
have health insurance to treat the
lung ailments they are suffering
from), the dwindling attention to
our environment, the fact that we
are trying to teach about AIDS and
not teach about sex (abstinence-onl- y
education).
As I sat with my friends, we
read and discussed each statistic,
letting the magnitude of them sink
in. Two years ago we all felt differently, identifying with our stances
on various issues: women's rights,
welfare, gay marriage, etc. Aaron
Sutton, a senior, said to me, "I no
longer care about one issue individually. It is no longer enough to
vote for one issue, but the whole
not-quite--

so

sky-divin- g,
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Kerry faces criticism from left
ELLEN PIERSON
Guest Columnist

Despite continual references
to his experience on swift boats,
everything in the Kerry campaign

has not been smooth sailing.
The notorious
accusation, a remnant of the Bush
campaign's attempt to define Kerry
"flip-floppe-

r"

before he could define himself, still
overshadows the debate. A group
claiming to be veterans "for truth" has
aired attack ads discrediting Kerry 's war
record. Lately questions have focused
of Kerry's
on the reputed "shake-up- "

staff in which

ex-Clint- on

advisors

have allegedly usurped Kerry aides.
How have Democrats responded
to all of this? Regardless of the feverish
desire of so many on the left to make
Bush a
president, many Democrats have tried to help by heaping additional criticism onto the campaign.
one-ter-

m

Kerry

hasn't been severe

enough in censuring the Bush ad
ministration; he hasn't responded
quickly enough to Bush's criticism;
Edwards hasn't countered Cheney

speech and their right to try to make
their candidate the best he can be.
Furthermore, speaking as someone whose own political affiliations
lie left of traditional Democratic
values, I understand the qualms that
many have with Kerry. Nevertheless,
I have to say: Give the guy a break.
I know the political unity of the

by playing the "attack dog," et cetera.
liberal mouthpieces
have blasted Kerry in recent New York
Times articles. Paul Krugman insists,
"responding with speeches about jobs
and health care doesn't cut it" (Sept 14,
2004).
High-profi-

le

Republicans can seem conformist

-

(and to be honest a little bit creepy)
but the fact remains that Bush does
not face the same challenge from

Bob Herbert warns that "an
overly cerebral campaign fronted by
a candidate too inhibited to blow the
whistle on the insanity surrounding us
e
is a
recipe for defeat' '(Sept 20,
2004). And Maureen Dowd despairs
over what she calls "Democratic paranoia" (Sept. 1 6, 2004). These criticisms
may be entirely legitimate, but is it
productive for Kerry supporters to call
attention to his shortcomings in such
a public forum? Not especially. I am
I have
not advocating
every respect for the Democrats' free

his own camp that Kerry does.

big-tim-

self-censorshi- p.

The left has an unfortunate tradition of blaming its own candidates
when things go wrong. When Michael
Dukakis's campaign was faced with the
vicious smear tactics of George H.W.
Bush, Dukakis was widely criticized
g
energetically
for not
enough. But Dukakis was out there
fighting every day in 1988. Maybe in the
end it was we who let him down. Let's
not make the same mistake twice.
counter-attackin-

.
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Center ready to serve
Health and Counseling
look ahead to helping students with their problems
Dr. Tracy Schermer

and Patrick Gilligan
"

BY JENNY LU

f

y

StafFWriter

"Most freshmen, we joke, call
their first illness here the Kenyon
Crud," said Tracy Schermer, M.D.,
Director of Health and Counseling.
"I've made it part of the requirements for being a Kenyon student.
Every department has its own requirements, the health center has
three. The first one is the Kenyon
Crud; you have to get the Kenyon
Crud. And you have to sprain your
ankle, because everybody you see
around here is at some time walking on crutches with a cast on. And
the third thing is you've got to get
... mononucleosis. Now some do,
some don't. But so many do that it
becomes very common. It's a way
of saying to people, 'it's so common it's an expectation for part of
your college career.'"
According to Dr. Schermer,
it's natural that everyone on campus will eventually get sick. He
pointed out the fact that Kenyon
has students attending from all
over the world and students who
have spent the summer abroad or
in different parts of the United
States or traveling. Once everyone
comes back to Kenyon, "they all
live in the same dormitories, there
are only x number of classrooms,
and there are only two cafeterias."
He said that these conditions provide a perfect "recipe for illness
to travel."
Kenyon's Health and Counseling Center serves to provide

According to Schermer, sleep most common reasons students
"heals us and gets us ready for the seek services are depression,
next day. Sleep is imperative for anxiety and stress. "Counseling
the human being, so we have to is effective in reducing the symptoms associated with these issues,"
figure out how to accommodate
he said.
that in our lives."
Students can engage in
In addition to healthy eating
Counseling Services by calling
and sleeping, Schermer recomthe office. They
or
mended physical activity.
in to set up an apwalk
also
may
"A good exercise program
and
no fee is charged
pointment,
maintain
your
to
help
will help
endorphin level and increase your for the service.
According to the Health and
immune system," he said. In short,
these factors eating, sleeping Counseling Center website, the
and exercise can and do have a services of the Counseling Service
profound effect on one's health.
tare guided by the ethical guideAnother prominent figure at lines of the International Associathe Center is Patrick Gilligan, the tion of Counseling Services and
Ohio state laws. The guidelines
director of Counseling Services.
insure that the services students reEngin
a
BA
Gilligan received
are appropriate to their needs
ceive
from
Muskingum College
lish
and has a Master of Science in and protect their confidentiality.
Gillain said that the CounselSocial Work from the University
ing Center "cannot release inforof Louisville. He has over twenty
years of experience in social mation without the permission
However,
work and counseling, and he has of the
he acknowledged that "there are
served as the Associate Director
exceptions to the rule of confiof Moundbuilders Guidance Cendentiality including the right of
ter of Knox and Licking Counties
the counselor to break confidenfor thirteen years.
tiality if the student represents a
"The counseling services ofclear and imminent danger to self
fice provides individual, relationship and group counseling for or others."
"All therapists in Ohio operindividuals who are experiencing
mental and emotional distress and ate under sanction of the Ohio
ling

e-mai-

-

Kevin Guckes

The Health and Counseling Center
medical and counseling services
for students, but it also exists to
see to students' emotional and environmental health. Services are
available Monday through Friday,
and patients with emergencies are
seen any time. The center is located at Sparrow House at the far
north end of campus. All records
are kept confidential.
Schermer is currently the
College physician and athletic
physician, as well as the director of the Health and Counseling
Services. However, if one asked-fo- r
his title, he might respond
with a laugh, "chief cook and
bottle washer."

Schermer graduated from
the University of South Florida
and attended medical school at
the Ohio State University. He
completed his graduate training
in obstetrics and gynecology in

is located in the Sparrow House.

Columbus, Ohio, and became
Director of Kenyon's Health and
in 1981. He
coined the term "Kenyon Crud"
that same year.
While student illness is inevitable, there are measures that can
be taken to fortify one's immune
system. According to Schermer, a
good, healthy diet helps the immune system.
"It would be helpful for
students to eat healthful," said
Schermer. He went on to add that
sleep deprivation, which is so
prevalent among college students,
can also lead to illness,
"Sleep is probably the one
thing that students sacrifice the
most." said Shermer. He cautioned
against the consequences of loss
of sleep, calling rest "paramount"
and "one of the most magical periods of time we have."

Counseling center

client-student-

problems

in

living," explained

Gilligan. As director of the office, Gilligan has a wide, array of
administrative and supervisory duties, but the majority of his time is
spent counseling students.
According to Gilligan, the

."

Counselor and Social Worker
board, which has strict guidelines on qualifications, performance, ongoing education and
ethical practice." said Gilligan.
"All of our staff are licensed by
this board."

Sapps Bike Run benefits Big BrothersBig Sisters
BY LYDIA

itself, Flappers typically

THOMPSON

On Saturday, Sept. 18 at
4:00 p.m., a brigade of motorcycles rolled out from the
sidewalk in front of Flappers
Bar and Grille in Mount Vernon, signaling the start of the
Sapps Bike Run: "The Biker
Event of the Year," according
to its posters. The run not to
be confused with a race, since
the activity's objective was not
to see who could ride the fastest
but simply for a group of motorcycles to follow a route to-

turned into

Blues
Review including
Professor of Religious Studies
Vernon Schubel and Gypsie
Mob as well as a live auction,
raffle and bike games.
Members of Kenyon's
Ar-cho-

n

Society were present at the
party because of its charitable
nature. All proceeds from the
event benefited the local Big
BrothersBig Sisters organi- -

a

beer garden

do-

nated all its proceeds to a local

Multiple Sclerosis Foundation
and in July. Another such event
sent money to the Hospice of
Knox County.

getherfeatured four stops, the
last of which was a benefit party
on a farm in Danville, Ohio, for
all participants as well as any
other community members who
wanted to attend.
The party featured live entertainment by the bands Tony
Rose, Jinxs Yard, T.J. Lewis

partici-

pates in about three similar charity events per year, with money
from each going to a different
charity. In April, a motorcycle
display for which the street next
to Flappers was blocked off and
the Elk Lodge parking lot was

StafFWriter

Kiity Cossc

Emma Haberl '07, Laura McDowell '06 and Lara Gallant '06 pose with a participant from the bike run.
zation, so Kenyon Archons,
thrilled to catch a glimpse of a ties hosted by the restaurant.
among them Laura McDowell part of the surrounding country
Andrea Clem, a waitress at
and Emma Haberl, helped sell
hitherto unknown to them. All Flappers, enthusiastically deraffle tickets and passed out four enjoyed themselves greatly
scribed the run as what she
food, among other things. Mcat the event, largely because of was sure would be a "great
Dowell said that most revelers the contentment of the partiers event," citing the numerous
were middle-age- d
motorcycle around them.
other benefits in which Flapenthusiasts who were wonderThere was also notable pers involves itself.
fully familiar with each other. support for and positive feedAndrea "Andi" Franz,
Haberl described the crowd as back about the run present at
of Flappers, expressed
a sort of fraternity, a cohesive
its launch site, Flappers Bar equal support of the event and
band very happy with each othand Grille. As it turns out, corroborated Clem's reports of
er's company. Both McDowSapps Run is just one of the past events. Although this was
ell and Haberl said they were
many motorcycle benefit par- - the first year of the Sapps Run
co-own-

er

Clem pointed out that
it was especially good that
the money earned from these
events stayed in the community
so that by enjoying themselves
at the events, Knox County
residents are offered a chance
to, in Clem's words, "help our
own." Franz spoke proudly of
these past events as well as upcoming ones and displayed true
concern on the part of Flappers
for the welfare of the community.-

Upcoming benefits include

Flappers Bike Night, which
will donate to the American
Red Cross Disaster Relief
Center of Knox County, which
will take place on Saturday,
September 25 from
p.m.
For information, call (740)
3--

397-982-

6.
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Miller strolls along Kokosing Gap Trail
BY ISAAC MILLER

StafFWriter

Use caution, gentle reader,
when traveling on the Kokosing
Gap Trail you may be enticed
to go much farther than you
originally intended, drawn by
the beauty of your surroundings and the ease at which you
can move down the path.
I

A

p. I

'

discovered this myself

not too long ago. Leaving the
athletic fields, I decided to head
back using the trail. In my defense, I thought it looped back
to the College at some point, so
in my mind it was like taking a
long way back. Well, I was enjoying the scenery, so I just kept
putting one foot in front of the
other, and finally I found myself
at the end of the line in Mount
Vernon, five miles away.
So I had no choice but to
turn and walk all the way back.
Although it was quite a bit further than I had meant to go, it
was by far my favorite experi-

ence during the first couple
weeks of college. And for that,
my thanks go to Phil Samuell,
the founder of the Kokosing
Gap Trail, and the volunteers
who make experiences like
mine and others' so enjoyable.
The trail has a long and
interesting history. Back in the
1850s, the Pennsylvania Railroad proposed to come through
Gambier on land owned by
Kenyon College. The school
sold the land on the condition
that there be a depot where the
train would stop. The depot

l
-

Phil Samuell

The Kokosing Gap Trail was once a route traveled by passenger and freight
was built, and Gambier became
for the trail. At some point they
a stop on the train's route from
decided to pave it with highwaCleveland to Columbus. Stuy-grade
materials, so the trail
dents from those towns were could be used for a larger variable to take the train straight ety of activities, including walkto Kenyon. Freight trains also ing, biking and skating. In 1991
went through, carrying cargo, work began on the path from
such as sand from Millwood Gambier to Mount Vernon. After
to glass factories in Columbus. that was completed in 1994, the
Passenger and freight trains ran trail was extended from Gamthrough here in the 1960s and bier to Howard and Danville.
'70s. That left an empty track,
Today the trail is fourteen
collecting weeds, leaves and tree miles long and occupies about
branches. Enter Phil Samuell. 155 acres. This makes it the
In 1985, Samuell, a Gamlargest park area of its kind
bier resident, approached the in North America that is run
Knox County Commissioners,
completely by volunteers and
proposing the track be turned donations, a distinction in which
into some kind of path.
Samuell takes pride.
"At first, I was just think"Under most circuming it'd be covered in gravel or stances,"
said
Samuell,
something," he told me. The "something like this would be
measure was approved, and run by the government, local,
Samuell and supporters of his state or federal. We aren't."
vision set about raising money
The Kokosing Gap Trail

and it is located in Gambier in
honor of the depot that used to
be here. The caboose stood in
front of the former railroad station in Mount Vernon for many
years. In 1997 it was donated
to the Kokosing Gap Trail and
moved to Gambier. However,
the work on it did not stop there7
The caboose had not been well
taken care of, and it was rotting
away.
"We had to tear it down
to bare metal," said Samuell.
The caboose was completely
restored from there with new
wood, windows, roof, and paint.
The locomotive was purchased

trains.

from the Bluegrass Railroad

organization of dedicated
volunteers formed in 1987 by
the Knox County Commission-

Museum in Versailles, Kentucky
and moved here in 2001, where
it was repainted and added to the
caboose to complete the look.
Much work has gone into
this trail, but it is still incomplete. The part of the trail running from Gambier to Mount

is an

ers. The name was chosen because of the river the trail runs
beside and the geological gap
in Mount Vernon. The twelve
member board, presided over by
Samuell until recently, oversees
maintenance and other projects
and, due to its nonprofit status,
must raise its own money.
According to the group's

website, kokosinggaptrail.org,

"Since 1990, this group of
people, along with many other
volunteers, has used gifts and
donations to enhance the park
with improvements such as

restrooms, water fountains,
parking lots, benches, a playground and a restored steam
locomotive and caboose."
The train is one of the main
points of interest on the trail,

Vernon recently completed
$130,000 retread. Now the
group is raising money for the
retreading of the path from
Gambier to Danville. That's
not all, though. According to
Mr. Samuell, within ten years
it will become part of a trail
that will run the length of Ohio.
a

The Kokosing Gap Trail is
much more than just a path for
exercise. It's a place to escape
the cares of the everyday and be
in tune with nature. So go to the
trail, look around you and just
let your feet carry you. It's an
experience to be thankful for.

What's the most interesting thing you've ever done
during a Kenyon blackout?

S

"Sitting with my friends.1
Tim Lane '08
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Hi'

"I nicknamed my roommate
General Tso, 'cause she likes
chicken."

Rhadha Thombre '06

Phil Samuell
I

lllfl

Hill

Mil

I

"

"...do you mean physical blackout?"
Tiffany Jeng '07

'J I

7

Cyclists ride across a bridge over the Kokosing river. Over the years, this has become a popular place to ride.

Interesting events
happen. You

report them.
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thought it was
ghosts!"
Becky Ramsay '08
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Movie soars higher than the bky

Kerry Conran's love letter to pulp science fiction is filled with some of the year's best special effects
flaws
BY BRIAN SCHILLER
Movie Critic

Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow
Directed by Kerry Conran
Starring Jude Law, Gwyneth

Paltrow, Angelina Jolie, and
Giovanni Ribisi
l2 (out of

--

)

Agglomerating the themes,
styles and plot structures of older
films' may not necessarily be an
original idea, but Kerry Conran
proves through his writing and
direction that it's clearly not
the worst idea ever, especially
when executed properly. That
Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow, Conran's directorial
debut, manages to avoid hokey
send-u- p
shots is a bonus, and that
it keeps its thematic coherence
throughout most of its runtime
makes it worth watching just for
its stylistic ingenuity.
Scientists are disappearing
from around the globe and the
only person who has her pulse
on the story is plucky journalist
Polly Perkins (Paltrow). While
following a lead, she gets caught
in the middle of an attack on New
York City from the machines of
the mysterious Totenkopf and his
mysterious assistant (Bai Ling).

http:us.imdb.com
I

love you, Tomorrow. Jude Law and Gwyneth Paltrow star in an entertaining fantasy filled with special effects.

The city's savior is Joe "Sky
Captain" Sullivan (Law), who
teams up with Polly to get to the
bottom of Totenkopf 's mysterious
plot. Along the way, the two are
sidekick
helped by Joe's whiz-ki- d
Dex (Ribisi), a legion friend Kaji
(Omid Djalili), and an old flame
(Jolie).

For the uninformed, Sky
Captain is essentially Conran's
attempt to take the styles of older
pulp comicscience fiction films,
such as The Day the Earth Stood
Still, and bulk the images up using the capabilities of modern-da- y
computer-generate- d
effects. On the
whole, the gimmick is pulled off

well; Conran consistently uses
classic lighting and shading techniques, and the bluescreen work
is flawlessly sewn into the film,
easily providing some of the best
effects work done this year.
Though the bluescreen work
is well-donissues arise when the
actors are forced to act opposite
e,

nothing. The. most notable
come from Paltrow, who can never
seem to find the right amount of
fear, sincerity, or frustration acting
against a setting or menacing robot
she can't see. Missteps from the
rest of the cast aren't as prevalent,
but it's clear that this was a trying
process for the performers and the
occasional acting flaws here and
there don't detract too heavily
from the otherwise quality work
done on the film.
The film's summer release
date was pushed back, not only to
avoid facing off against Spider-Ma- n
2, but also to let the creators
put their finishing touches on the
film. The extra time and work paid
off, but at the price of dropping
the film into the dead box office
month of September. The film not
only has little to no competition
at the box office, but also has to
live through the dismal month of
September when box office tallies
are at their lowest.
Sky Captain may not be

groundbreaking concept-wisbut its solid visual efforts will
e,

likely earn it some consideration
come awards season. For now,
it's one of the few entertaining
options at the box office, and that
should be enough to keep it above
water through the dreary fall film
season.

Premiere Theatres
The Lord of the Rings: The
Return of the King (2003)
Friday, 8:00 PM
Higley Auditorium
film
The highest-grossin- g
of 2003 and the final chapter
in one of the most successful
motion picture series ever, The
Lord of the Rings: The Return
of the King is a stirring, powerful film that provides a fitting
end to the trilogy. The film
won eleven Academy Awards,
including long overdue recognition for
Peter Jackson.
At the end of The Two
Towers, Frodo (Elijah Wood)
and Sam (Sean Astin), with
the "assistance" of Gollum
(Andy Serkis), were slowly
writer-producer-direc-

tor

approaching Mount Doom,
where Frodo is to destroy the
One Ring, a seemingly impossible task.
The rest of the fellowship
is scattered across Middle

Earth, preparing for major
battles in a last ditch effort to
save their world. The battles
scenes rank as some of the
most amazing spectacles in
film history, while the end of
Frodo and Sam's journey is
the perfect emotional climax.
As with the previous two
films, the visuals in Return of
the King are astounding. The
battles are like nothing ever
seen before. Perhaps more
impressive, Jackson and his

talented crew have managed
the first successful integration
of CGI characters with live actors; indeed, Gollum's story is

Dirty Pretty Things (2003)

as engrossing as any other.
With all the striking visuals"
people have a tendency to forget
about the actors, whose work is
uniformly great. Highlights include Ian McKellen and Viggo
Mortensen as Gandalf and Ara-gorrespectively, the group's
most important leaders. Sean
Astin finally gets a chance to
shine in this film, and he delivers a breakthrough performance
as Frodo's loyal friend.

Though Stephen Frears'
career is marked by success in
his home country of England,
where he directed films such
as The Grifters and Sammy
and Rosie Get Laid, American
audiences are more likely to
know him from his work directing 2000's High Fidelity.
There, Frears brought his distinctly dark and gritty British
style to a film that was in many
ways a light Americanization
of a British source novel. Indeed, that gritty, tough, and
genuinely British feel is what
pervades Frears' line of work.
Frears adds another jewel to
his directorial resume with
Dirty Pretty Things, a candid
look at the seedy underbelly of
London.
Okwe (Chiwetel Ejio-foAmistad) is a Nigerian
refugee in Britain who works
two jobs and says very little,
especially about his past. At
nights, he witnesses some of
the most lurid and detestable
things in London, but makes
his life manageable through
his few friends. He shares a
flat with Turkish housekeeper
Senay (Audrey Tautou,
an illegal immigrant, and
trades blows at chess with a
witty Chinese coroner, Guo Yi
(Benedict Wong, Spy Game).

n,

And speaking of Frodo,
though this is an ensemble piece,
he is always at the center, and
as such, Elijah Wood has to
carry the film on his back. He
succeeds brilliantly, more than
holding his own with the more

experienced, respected actors
surrounding him.
All three Lord of the Rings
films were hugely successful,
with good reason. Peter Jackson
has taken J.R.R. Tolkien's classic story and made it his own.
Though everyone involved did
an extraordinary job, it really
is Jackson's film, and nobody
could have pulled it off as well
as he did. The Return of the King
has everything you need for a

classic adventure story: epic
battles, involving characters, a
visionary director, and a willingness to take chances that make
the film truly unforgettable.

Saturday, 8:00 PM
Higley Auditorium

blue-coll-

ar

r,

Anie-lie-

),

One night, though, he
discovers something ghastly
on a routine check of a room.
Whether his boss Juan (Sergi
Lopez, With a Friend Like
Harry...) is covering up for
something isn't immediately
clear, but Okwe and his underground friends begin to
uncover some of London's
dirty secrets.
While most will likely
know screenwriter Steven
Knight for his creation of
the English version of "Who
Wants To Be a Millionaire,"
Dirty Pretty Things represents a great screenwriting
debut, one that netted him
an Academy Award nomination for Best Original Screenplay.

For Tautou, Dirty Pretty
Things represents her
debut, and
earned her a nomination for
Best Actress at the European
Film Awards. The film itself
was nominated for seven
British Independent Film
Awards and won four, including Best Director and
Best Film.

Schedule for the week of September 17th through the 24th.
Resident Evil: Apocalypse,
94 minutes
9:40
924, 27 & 29
925-2- 6
3:10
The Forgotten.
91

PG-1-

R,

3,

minutes

924,

5:00. 7:15, &

27 & 29

9:15
12:40,3:00

925-2- 6

Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow, PG-1107 minutes
4:50, 7:00. &
924. 27 & 29
3,

9:10
12:30. 2:40

925-2- 6

First Daughter, PG,
104 minutes
4:50. 7:00. &
924. 27 & 29
9:15
925-2- 6
12:30. 2:40

English--

language

Fueled by its solid
screenplay and even more
powerful acting performances. Dirty Pretty Things deftly
finds the balance between being a breathtaking drama and
a startling thriller.
Jason Smith and Brian Schiller

Cellular,

924,

PG-1-

3,

27 & 29

94 minutes
5:10. 7:10. &

9:10
925-2- 6

1:1.0.

Mr. 3000, PG-127 & 29

3,

924,

3:10
103 minutes
5:00. 7:10. &

9:20
925-2- 6

12:40. 2:50

Without a Paddle, PG-199 minutes
924. 27 & 29
5:20 & 7:30
925-2- 6
:00
3.
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Premiere Theatre 04
11535 Upper Gilchrest Road
Mount Vernon, OH 43050
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A really funky apocalypse Bohemia rhapsody
BY DAN

POPPICK

nfih

g
and butter from their
concerts. The albums
turn out sounding like very
afterthoughts.
shape-shiftin-

SrafFWriter

Listening to End of the
World Party (just in case), the
new album from the Brooklyn-base- d
trio Medeski, Martin and
n
Wood is like watching that
kid from down the street
completely nail aTorah reading
at his Bar Mitzvah. You always
knew he had it in him, and
damned if he had come close
before, but only now is he truly
a man.
The music of organist John

well-crafte-

d

4

acne-ridde-

.

"el'

"

ILL

L

".

,

http:www.allmusic.com

Case in point:
record

always been hard to pin down.
The process of describing their
and yes, it is a process
genre
can get a little cumbersome.
When someone asks you what

Earlier efforts, such as the
beatnik lounge vibe of Friday
Afternoon in the Universe or
the screeching groove dissonance of The Dropper have
been interestingly enjoyable in
their own right, but there always
seemed to be something lost in
translation.

avant-gard-

e,

o,

MMW are the only jazz-base- d
group that can consistently sell

out large theaters. Over the
years, they have had a trend of
releasing mediocre studio albums while making their bread

lrish m"P's new a,bum is edSy, poppy, and cynical

time around. It kicks off with a
trippy beat and a dirty, evil bass
line. Synthesized strings, organ,
and piano come into full effect,
layering onto another to create
a sound that could hardly be described as jazz in any sense of
the word. The title track comes

next, boasting a synthesized
bass line resembling a choir of

Medeski, drummer Billy Martin, and bassist Chris Wood has

kind of music you like, you
might find that you get some
strange looks if you respond
by saying, "Oh, I"m into
hippie, acid,
power-trielectronic, soul, groove, jazz."
An easy answer would just be to
call them a jam band, but even
in that realm they flirt with the
boundaries. They attract many
of the same fans and appear on
many of the same concert and
festival bills as bands like moe.
and String Cheese Incident, but
are simultaneously respected in
the jazz community. This makes
for a bizarre phenomenon, as

,',

mv

MMWs

latest

As it turns out, the key

in-

gredient may have simply been
a producer who understands
their work well enough to give
it crossover appeal without detracting from their cracked-ou- t
vision. John King of the Dust
Brothers, the duo behind Beck's
Odelay, the Beastie Boys' Paul's
Boutique, and the score to Fight
Club, has done just that. The
tracks on this album are richly
textured, gorgeously bizarre
and, above all, funky as hell.
The first track, "Anonymous Skulls," wastes little time
in letting you know that things
are going to be different this

demons.
The clearest distinction between End of the World Party and
previous albums is the full utilization of a rock sound. New York
guitarist Marc Ribot, a frequent
collaborator, is truly unleashed on
the five tracks he appears on. There
is, of course, some comfortably familiar territory. On several tracks,
such as "Reflector" and "Sasa,"
the band takes Latin grooves
and time signatures and builds
on them to create an infectiously
danceable but sonically complex
sound, something they have done
in their live shows for years. Additionally, quirky weirdness and
experimentation is subtly present,
as demonstrated on "Midnight
PoppiesCrooked Birds," which
uses
bird calls as
part of its beat.
The band does falter in that
many of their catchiest songs
tend to blend into one another.
If you hum the melody from one
of the songs on this album, you
might have trouble distinguishing it from another. Nevertheless,
this album is a revelation for a
band that has always had the potential to utilize the studio as a
force but has scarcely done so
until now.
pre-record-

ed

BY REBECCA ROEBUCK

Music Critic

Do not be misled by the name
of this band hailing from Dublin,
Ireland. The Thrills are nothing like The Strokes, The White
Stripes, The Stills, The Killers,
The Hives, The Vines, etc. They
create a new brand of "The." Their
sunny-po- p
distinguishes them from
the generic sound of the 70's influenced rock of the pack. However,
their upbeat sound dresses edgier
lyrics than one might expect.
The Thrills have not completely left the sunny-po- p
sound of
So Much for the City in their new
album Let's Bottle Bohemia. It is
still there, merely tempered by a
new found cynicism. So Much for
the City was aware of the danger of
Hollywood; Let's Bottle Bohemia
has experienced it. Nowhere is
this more apparent than in "The
Curse of Comfort," the requisite
"success kills creativity" song.
Though their new lyrics speak of
being affected by the Hollywood
system, there is still hope that
"love just gets in the way" and
saves the day.
Their lyrics acknowledge the
other side of the optimistic idea of
fame. For example, in the song
"Whatever happened to Corey
Haim?" they show how success in
Hollywood does not last forever.
It is spoken from an arrogant
star who is living the American
dream and does not realize that it
will not last forever. The Thrills
realize that this happens too often
and this song shows that they are
displeased with this pattern. They
remind the young star that their
--

.Stars shine and Angels fly at the 2004
BY JESSIE SZALAY

Staff Writer

Early in the evening, David
Hyde Pierce remarked, "They say
television is changing." At this
year's Emmys, broadcast Sunday
night, change was definitely in the
air. Cable network HBO triumphed
over broadcast networks, as the
miniseries Angels in America
dominated the awards and shows
that Emmy has long ignored were
finally honored.
The Sopranos won for Outstanding Drama Series. Michael
Imperioli and Drea de Matteo
won in the Outstanding Supporting Actor and Actress categories,
and Terence Winter won for his
writing on the mobster drama. The
final episode having aired in the
spring, Sex and the City actresses
Sarah Jessica Parker and Cynthia
Nixon won their first Emmys. In an
eloquent speech, Nixon said, "I've
since
been acting for 25 years
I was 12
and I hope to act for
another 50. But I don't think I'll
ever have another job like this
one."
It was farewell to Frasier too,
and both Hyde Pierce and Kelsey
Grammer won their fourth Emmys

for their roles on the Seattle-se- t
comedy. Grammer happily mentioned the joy he got from both
the show and his new children
while, in one of the worst and
most inexplicable reaction shots
ever, his wife gave him a look
of . . . horror? terror? Perhaps,
because despite the wins for Sex
and Frasier, it was Fox's brand
new comedy Arrested Development that took home the award
for Outstanding Comedy Series,
as well as writing and directing
honors.
The networks also came out
on top in the Leading Actor and
Actress in a Drama categories,
with James Spader from ABC's
The Practice and Kenyon-alum-n- a
Allison Janney from NBC's
The West Wing taking home

trophies.

speeches were goodbyes, the
d
rest were infused with
political remarks. Upon
winning an Emmy for writing,
Kushner thanked his partner
Mark, saying, "someday soon
we can get a legal marriage
license, and you can make an
honest homosexual out of me."
Winner of Supporting Actor in
a Miniseries Jeffrey Wright began to make a touching plea for
AIDS victims in Africa, saying
that the disease is no longer associated only with gay men, but
the orchestra played over him.
Another excellent political
bit came from the winner of
the Variety, Music, or Comedy Series category, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart. They
smear
aired a
ad, hilariously titled, "Think
Ye Know George Washington,"
to illustrate the
your
tradition of
opponent.
well-place-

faux-campai-

But for every network win
there seemed to be two for Angels in America. The miniseries
based on Tony Kushner's Tony-awar- d
winning play received 21
nominations and eleven awards,

including Outstanding Miniseries, Direction, Lead Actor for
Al Pacino, Lead Actress for
Meryl Streep, and Supporting
Actress for

While about half of the night's

Mary-Louis-

e

Parker.

gn

long-standin-

bad-mouthi-

g

ng

Also lightening up the mood
were the wild antics of Elaine

Stritch, winner of Variety,
Music, or Comedy Special for
Elaine Stritch: At Liberty. She
jumped and wailed and made

Emmys

good use of the
delay, and consequently turned
into the joke for the rest of the
evening. But her presence was
welcome, since host Garry
Shandling, while mildly funny,
was hardly able to sustain a
five-secon-

d

3-h-

success will not last forever when
they ask, "Whatever happened to
Corey Haim?"
The album is not filled with
songs criticizing only the stars.
There is a general displeasure
with finding out that what is
beneath the glow is not always
glitter, and that all the glitzy pop
tracks on the Top 40 soundtracks
sometimes mask rather mundane
desires. The song "Saturday
Night" sees beyond the glamour
and expresses disappointment
that the "dry humping on dance
floors" is what actually passes for
"sex on a Saturday night." There is
no magic in this town anymore.
With "Found my Rosebud"
and "The Irish Keep
The Thrills turn their cynical eye on themselves. They still
see the "country boy caught in
headlights," blinded by what his
favorite movies promised. Oddly
enough, this comes after having a
taste of the fame that they brushed
up against after their first album.
Now, they feel out of place and
that they are being watched by
the "fashion police" to make any
mistake and be made irrelevant
like Corey Haim.
There is an interesting paradox
seen in their lyrics that becoming
more accepted only brings about
feelings of being an outsider. The
fear of losing the creative spark to
the sophomore slump, that by playing the game of fame, one risks
fading into the homogenous pop
music scene and becoming just
another "The" band.
That is not to say that The
Gate-crashing-

tongue-in-chee- k
pop culture references in "Corey Haim" tojhe
more subtle Citizen Kane references in "Found my Rosebud,"
The Thrills show that they are
still having fun and love those
things they critique.

want Arts
Entertainment?

Do you
&

our

No?

awards show.

More charismatic

,"

Thrills have completely lost
their love of The City. From the

were

the two regular guys who were
supposedly unbeknownst to
them
put on stage to introduce the reality show award.
They seemed genuinely pleased
to be there. If only the actual reality TV stars Donald Trump and
Simon Cowell had been as fun to
watch. As Shandling noted, their
presence in the company of actors like Pacino and Streep and
the multiple reality TV awards

(won by Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy and The Amazing
Race 4 ) is another testament to
how television is changing. But
it was still Streep who delivered
the line of the evening. Laughing delightfully, she cooed into
the microphone, "There are days
when I myself think I am overrated. But not today."
Emmy
Judging by the sixty-fift- h
Awards, no one thinks she, or anyone
else at HBO is overrated, either.

We!! too bad.

Arts

Entertainment

&

WANTS YOU!

We're looking for a
few smart and savvy
writers. If you think
wou meet these

requirements (and
even-odd-

says

s

ra'

do), then
weissc or hornicke.
e-m- ail

-

iyK Mnnin aH WWc (o frn
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Wisconsin
in
teams
top
against
rally
Runners
,
MWMtitinTi noninst Division I schools to take sixth place
.
me
runnerJuJh?,ir
""-TT

Ladies follow

ivciu

including many from top notch
Division III schools as well as
runners from Division I and II
schools. She finished at 18:43,
which is the fastest time for the
5,000 meters in the NCAC so far
this season. Head coach Duane
Gomez called it "the best cross
country race that I've ever seen

BY ANNE POMEROY
StaffWriter

Once again, the Ladies cross
country team ran an impressive
race at the Midwest Collegiate
Open in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
The North Coast Athletic Conference runner of the week, junior
Christina McNamara, led the La- -

Top Kenyon Finishes at
2004 Midwest Collegiate 5,000-Christina McNamara

12
43
45
48
53

"

Emma Reidy
Amy Wilkins

'

Heather McMillan
Lauren Rand

Individual finishes are

dies against some of the toughest
competition in the country.
McNamara finished in elev
268 runners
enth
iuhucu,
entn place
ui iuo
piace out of

;

on

the

"

m

uj

race

K

18:43
19:47
19:50
19:56
20:00

left.

Christina run."
Gomez is not surprised by
McNamara's performance, since
hpr
n- -i
fat times have become a-

regular occurrence. McNamara's
individual accomplishments are

especially rewarding because
she missed much of her sophomore season due to an extended
illness.
First-yeEmma Reidy was
again the Ladies' second place
finisher, with a 34th place finish,
coming in at 19:47. Reidy has
seen immediate success in her
first collegiate season and she
attributes these results to hard
work and teammates whom she
says, "make it easy to work hard,
when I know they're all working
hard too."
Following Reidy were junior
Amy Wilkins and senior Heather
McMillan who finished 36th and
39th, respectively, with times
ar

under twenty minutes. lunior
Lauren Rand closed out the scor

,.
clocking in at
ing for the Ladies, rWl,incr
exactly 20:00. Gomez also mentioned sophomore Jenna Rose as
one of the most improved run-neso far this season and senior
as one of the most
Quinby
Jen
consistent.
The team had set out to
break the top ten and possibly
the top seven after finishing
tenth the last two years. Placing as high as sixth was a great
surprise for the Ladies, whom
Gomez described as being
"especially thrilled" after rising
to the challenge of competing
against such great runners from
across the country. Said Reidy,
"It's good to know that we're
right up there with other quality
teams."
McMillan talked about how
-great it was to have Kenyon 's
rs

toD
top runners finish within the top
fifty-fiv-

competitors, saying that

e

"everyone really rallied around
this meet."
The Ladies are determined
to stay motivated . As Reidy explained, "there is more to come."
Next up the Ladies have the
Allegheny College Classic in
Pennsylvania. This meet features
25 teams, including Allegheny
o
College and 22nd ranked
teams that are ranked
in the nation's top 25. The Ladies
aim to stay on pace with Allegheny
and Denison in what will be the
team's first 6K race of the season.
They have previously competed
in 5Ks. The race will give them a
sneak peak at the course the team
will be competing on at the conference championships in just over a
month at Allegheny College.
Deni-sontw-

momentum
maintain
to
hopes
soccer
Ladies
tw;,.n
nnnrnic
,.m HODGKINS
BY COLIN
ERIC FITZGERALD
StaffWriters

Mn
AND

Since their trip to California,
the Ladies soccer
Sept.
team has defeated all three of its
opponents. With victories against
Capital University, Baldwin- 9-1-

3,

Ohio Northern
we're really
but
team,
good

freshman Rosemary Davis in
the 14th minute of the game, the

confident right now," senior Amy
Gross said.

defense staved off Defiance's attack for the game's remaining 76
minutes.
at the break,
Trailing
a comeback
mounted
the Ladies
in the second half. Coming into
the game as a substitute, freshman Elly Deutch tied the match
in the 67th minute. Then, the
Ladies took the lead for good
when Heather Preston scored in
the 84th minute.

"WP
know
"We tnnv

Wallace College anda Defiance
University, the team is riding a
wave of momentum. At this point
last season, the team was
Right now, the Ladies are
and hoping to carry this momentum into their next home match
against Ohio Northern University
this Saturday, Sept. 25.

is a

3-- 4-1.

Against Defiance College,
Sept. 21, the Ladies used two

5-- 2-1

second-hal-

f

goals to stretch the

winning streak to three. Al
though Defiance put a goal past

6

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

FACULTY!

GUESS WHO'S IN TOWN.

Junior Blair Heiser

&

Weronika Kowalczyk. Heiser
added the second and the defense
stood strong throughout. Freshman
goalkeeper Rosemary Davis made
six saves. The defense has been integral to this team's success.

"The freshmen, especially
Jean Arnold, Katie Spear and
Brooke Rockwern have really
stepped it up. With our freshman
talent and senior experience, this
team is expecting to do really
well."
After the Ladies host Ohio
Northern, they will play another
game on the home turf against
Heidelberg College, Sept. 28.
Following that match, the Ladies
head into the NCAC schedule.
"We want to go into the
conference games on a winning
streak," Gross said, and the team
seems set to do so.

goals and three assists on the
season. This past week, Heiser
has been, named NCAC Player
of the Week. She helped lift the
red-hLadies to wins in their
last three games, including last
g
1
victory
Saturday's
College.
over Baldwin-Wallac- e
r.
Heiser netted the
nail-bitin-

Sandwiches

2--

ot

d!

d

as-

left to go.
Last Thursday, Sept. 16, the
Ladies crushed Capital University
in a 0 shutout. In that game,
Annie Brobst scored the game's
first goal off a pass from junior

crumble. She's recorded two

Anything Else is Hatf-BakeVven-Bake-

-0

sisted both goals in the team's
comeback win against Defiance.
Heiser suffered a serious hamstring injury inthe first game
of the season, but she didn't

A

W"

1-

3
a deep direct kick with only 3:36

Wraps'

Low-Car-b

2--

same-winne-

"Specialty PizzasTotally Baked Pasta

Veil SaladsSignature SaladsVesserts

1

",- -

"
51

i

WE DELIVER RIGHT TO 'YOUR DOOR

OR C0A1E IN SHOW YOUR SCHOOL ID
AND RECEIVE 10

OFF.'

urCk

'V0$

1401 Coshocton Avenue

Fax (740)

Elena Fernandez

397-55-

11

Jean Arnold heads towards the goal in this weeks game
against Defiance College.
First-ye-

ar
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Lords face Allegheny in
their first NCAC contest
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Ladies celebrate
win vs. Quakers

BY ERIC FITZGERALD

Sports Editor

BY

The Lords' soccer team will
plunge into its NCAC opener
against Allegheny College this
Saturday without much momentum from their results in the games
they have played to this point.
This Saturday is an opportunity
for the Lords soccer team to get its
season rolling in the right direction
against Allegheny College. Despite
a -0 record, the team gets a fresh
start in the NCAC. The conference
opener presents the team with an
opportunity to salvage what has
been an unsatisfactory season. If
the Lords finish fourth or better
in conference standings, they can
still reach their goal of qualifying for the NCAC Tournament.
"This team deserves to be in
the NCAC playoffs at the end of
the season. We are skilled, deep,
and focused," senior captain Barret Bohnengel said. "If we play
to the level we are capable of
through our conference games,
we will earn a spot in the NCAC
Tournament, and we will get up for
it. i feel sorry for the team that has
to play us in the semifinals."
At Muskingum College on
Tuesday, the Lords lost
The
final score is beginning to look familiar from the Lords' standpoint.
"We had a good first half and
fell apart second half. We've got
a lot of new players and people
were missing from the lineup for
academic reasons," junior Rubin-Millsaid. "But it's obvious that
we're just not putting the ball in the
back of the net."
While the pressure is on the
team's strikers to score more
often, freshman defender Rob
Sussman thinks there is a need for
improvement all around the field.
1

0.

er

the messenger and delivering 36
assists. Collins's onslaught led
the Ladies' volleyball squad to
a victory in the games 34-3-

Sophmores Patrice

Col-

lins and Lauren Reiter stepped
out onto the floor Saturday
afternoon prepared to kill.
The Ladies volleyball team
was facing the Wilmington
College Quakers, and at
they needed a victory to
improve their record. Collins

2,

30-2-

r

After politely sweeping the

the bus for the trip home. With
a two game winning streak, they
are only one win away from evening their record. After their recent victory, Brieschke reflected
on the team's growth.
"I've been pleased with the
first weeks of our season," Brieschke said. "We've worked hard
and have learned a lot from our
few competitions. We have some
high goals set for ourselves and
we are on the right path towards

and Reiter were more than
happy to be the assassins of

i
Elena Fernandez

Freshman Elliot Forhan makes

a save against

"Everyone on the field can pick
it up. We're having trouble playing
teams when we're down, and we've
been down against every team
we've played. We haven't been
able to come back," Sussman said.
At home against Baldwin-WallacSept. 18, the team fell behind
early when Alex Restaino scored
in the fifth minute. The Lords
went on to lose this match
e
The match ended a
homestand in which the Lords
conceded five goals and failed to
net one of their own. The team's
defense is struggling to keep opponents out of their end of the field.
"Our playing style has put a
lot of pressure on our back four
over the last few games, but that's
not how we play in practice. It's a
matter of playing our game out on
the game field," Bohnengel said.
e,

3-- 0.

two-gam-

The Lords beat Lincoln
Christian College,

11--

Sept. 12,

0,

.

Baldwin-Wallac-

e.

for its lone victory of the season.
In the team's seven other matches,
they have netted only one goal.
Despite the record and lack of
offense, Sussman thinks the Lords
should have been competitive
against the schedule they've faced.
"We ' ve played some of the best
teams in Ohio. We should be able
to compete against the teams we've
played. We're making mistakes and
letting up bad goals," Sussman said.
It'll take a strong effort from
the Lords when they open the
conference season against Allegheny College. Last year, Allegheny
beat the Lords with a 4-- 0 result.
After the Lords face Alleghe
eny, they will have a
break from NCAC competition.
They host Marian College on
Sept. 29 and travel to Washington & Jefferson on Oct.l.
two-gam-

The remainder of the season
is against NCAC competition.

the day, as they lowered the
hatchet repeatedly on their
opponents, amassing a total
of 23 kills between them.
After she helped her team
aggressively secirre the opener
30-1- 8
with a dazzling seven
kills, Collins didn't cease on
the warpath. Over the next two
games she racked up a total
of fourteen kills as well as ten
digs and one block. Partner in

accomplishing them, which
makes every day exciting. Our
new coach, Todd Raasch, challenges and expects a lot from us,
but gives us the tools we need to
meet those challenges and to be
successful on the court."
The Ladies faced Wittenberg
University, Sept. 22. They square
off against North Coast Athletic

crime Lauren Reiter spread
out her fury, dispersing three
consistent kills in each game.
Reiter, in addition to playing
the role of the aggressor, understood the importance of a
good defense and nabbed the
most blocks with a team high
of five. Sophomore Sarah
put in work by playing

Bri-esch- ke

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

8.

Quakers in three straight, the
Ladies ascended the stairs of

4-- 6,

-7-

1--

JOE FREEMAN
StaffWriter

)

v

Conference competitor Ober-li- n
College, Sept. 26, in Ernst
Center. The team travels to Ohio
Wesleyan University, Sept. 28.

Schedule and Results

10
10
11
11
14
18
22
26
28- -

vs.
vs.

at

Hope
Carnegie-MelloBaldwin-Wallac-

n

e

vs. Case Western Res.
at Marietta College

at Wilmington College
at Wittenberg Univ.

vs. Oberlin College

at

NCAC,

Ohio Wesleyan U.
at Baldwin - Wallace

L,
L,
L.
L,

3--

1

3--

0

3--

0

3--

0

W,

3--

2

W,

3--

0

7:00
1:00
7:00

Team starting to find its stride at Midwest Open
BY D. D. CARDEN

Staff Writer

The Lords harriers have
started their
ing in 13th
Saturday at
giate Open,

slow recovery, complace out of 29 this
the Midwest Collehosted by the Uni- -

"We still have

Lobdell was the last Lord to finish, but also had the best race of
his career, finishing in 29:24 for
7th place out of 369, which, as
Gomez remarked, "is impressive
considering the degree of difficulty on the Parkside course."
1 1

a ways to go, but I feel the
now. "

Lords are at least on the right track
Head coach Duane Gomez
in
versity of Wisconsin-Parksid- e
Kenosha. Head coach Duane Gomez walked away thrilled, having
hoped to finish in the top fifteen.

race
Wisconsin
"The
was much better than the
previous two races," said
Gomez. "We had a much better run than at the GLCA."
A general air of improvement flutters in the hearts of the
team members. Sophomore Matt

Senior

co-capt-

Tyler

ain

New-

man continued his impressive
streak, finishing in 27:09 for 53rd,
Sean
and his junior
Strader finished in 28:04 for 8 1st.
"The entire team is improving
top to bottom," said Strader.
The hills of Kenosha did not
hinder the spirit of this team, as
co-capta-

in

they climbed relentlessly

on-

ward, leaving the past behind. It
appears that early meets will not

define the proud runners' season.
"We still have a ways to go in
racing, but I feel the Lords are at least
on the right track now" said Gomez.
Indeed, as the leaves begin to
drip with the lovely colors of deep
sleep, our mighty foot jockeys have

shaken the coils thai held them at the
gate and have run brilliantly over the
fields of praise. Fans are starting to
see the team show its true colors.
This impressive finish for such a

competitive race could be just the
beginning. Last Friday, Strader

noticed the "heart and concentration" that was perhaps slow
to catch up these past weekends.
This Saturday the runners'"
will travel to Pennsylvania and
compete in the Allegheny College Classic.

Tennis Lords enjoy strong offseason
The men's tennis team is
using the fall season to prepare
itself for another strong showing
in the spring. Last weekend, the
team hosted a tournament with
College of Wooster and Oberlin
College. The Lords dominated.
There were four flights and
teams sent their top players to
the first flight, their next best to
the second and so forth. Kenyon
swatters were in the finals of
each flight. In the first group of
singles, senior Borko Tesic defeated classmate Joe Freeman. In
the first flight of doubles, it was a

battle between roommates, as seniors Tesic and Mike Herrick beat
Freeman and Josh Tvlabra. While
Freeman and Mabra were abroad
k
in London last year, the
team qualified for the ITA nationals in Texas. Tesic and Herrick
went on to win the Intercollegiate
Tesic-Her-ric-

Tennis Association regional
finals at DePauw University.
Although next year's tennis
team will enjoy improved tennis facilities once the Fitness,
Recreation and Athletic facility
is completed, this year's team is
laden with senior talent. Along

with Freeman, Mabra, Tesic and Herrick, Brian Taubman
and Johnny Greenberg could
carry Lords' tennis deep into
the Division III Tournament.
The Lords will compete
in the ITA tournament, Oct. 2,
at Wittenberg University. The
ITA Tournament is commonly
referred to as the 'Rolex.'The faonce sponsored
mous
this tournament which remains
a considerable influence on team
and individual rankings for the
upcoming season.
Eric Fitzgerald
time-telle-

rs

1
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Field hockey takes perfect record to OWU
Lauren Keiling's first
collegiate goal to send the visiting Washington and Jefferson
team packing at the hands of a
2
victory.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Ladies locked up with the Seton
Hill Griffins, who made the journey from Greensburg, PA. The
Griffins received a rude reception as sophomore Julia Sivon
put the Ladies' first goal on the
board, her third of the year. The
goal came just under five minutes
into the game.

BY MICK REYNOLDS

first-ye-

Managing Editor

The Ladies field hockey team
lost for the first time this season
at Ohio Wesleyan University,
Tuesday night. At 1 , the team has
handled much of its competition

ar

3--

2-- 1,

6--

with ease.
Before facing OWU, the team
extended itsfour game winning
streak to six games this past
weekend by defeating both Seton
Hill University and Washington
and Jefferson College.
In two hotly contested
matches, the Ladies won a double
overtime thriller against Seton
Hill by a final of 1 and needed

Down

1--

0,

the Griffins

simply refused to go away and
kept the Ladies on the defensive

2--

CT

overtime yesterday did affect
our game against Washington
and Jefferson. We were all
pretty exhausted both physi- -

--

4

t

2

'V

I.
Elena Fernandez

Ladies goalkeeper Kim Brown '07 and her teammates defend the goal.

Keiling found the back of the net
and gave the Ladies a 2 edge
3--

Field Hockey ResultsSchedule
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
--

seven-on-seve-

ft:-

headed into another overtime,

cally and mentally, and that was

junior defender Kate Flinner,
referring to the way Seton Hill
controlled the ball for most of the
game. "On defense, we needed to
stay strong, and stay low."
The Griffins were held scoreless for the rest of the first half
and most of the second, until a
goal by Seton Hill sophomore
Brittany Patton knotted the score
at one with thirteen minutes left
in the game. After both teams
spent the last thirteen minutes
furiously attacking each other,
the Griffins and Ladies headed
n
to a fifteen minute,
overtime period. When
that yielded no results, a second
fifteen minute overtime ensued. It
ended when senior Liz Aragona
scored her first goal of the season
at the most opportune time, sending the Griffins to the showers.
The Ladies were just getting
started though, as they welcomed
Washington and Jefferson to
Gambier this past Sunday. Early
on, the Ladies were a bit slow.

Lauren Keiling s
for first-yea- r
first goal at Kenyon. Just when
it looked like the Ladies were

"I think going into double

for most of the game. Clinging to
their lead, the Ladies played most
of the first half on their heels,
relying on the tough defense
of sophomore goalkeeper Kim
Brown and a number of saves by
senior captain Maggie Rosen.
"I was impressed by their
hustle and block tackles," said

.

11
12
18
19
21
24

at College of

Wooster

W,

2--

1

University
Seton Hill University

W,

1--

0

W,

3--

2

L,

2--

1

DePauw
Wash.

at

&

W,

2--

Jefferson

Ohio Wesleyan U.

Denison University

(ot)

1

4:30 p.m.

NCAC

with 1:18 left to go in the game.
From there, the defense held on
and gave the Ladies their sixth
win in their undefeated streak
which stands at
their best
start since a 0 start in 1997.
The Ladies will square off
against nemesis Denison University at home at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon. Maggie Hill looks
forward to renewing the rivalry.
"Denison is always big," said
Hill. "Playing them at home has
always been good luck for us in
the past, so hopefully the luck
will continue this year."
If their performance so far
this year is any indication of
how they will play against the
Big Red, it may be Denison who
needs all the luck they can get.

evident in our play," said senior
captain Maggie Hill. "Although
we started off a little slow, we
picked it up toward the end of
the second half and there was no
way we were going to lose that
game."
That determination fueled
the Ladies relentless offense,
which responded to two Washington and Jefferson goals. The
first, scored by Hill, drew the Ladies even after Washington and
Jefferson jumped out to an early
lead. The second came off the
stick of sophomore Sarah Pfeifer.
The goal was team leading fifth
of the season and again tied the
game up at two after another
Washington and Jefferson goal.
Pfeifer's goal set the stage

6-- 0,

7--

Lords come home after loss at Case Western

Lords looking to rebound from two losses in their home opener against Kalamazoo tomorrow night
BY

JON SESSIONS
Staff Wrriter

The Lords football team
found itself in another offense-oriente- d
showdown last Saturday
at Case Western Reserve in Lynd-hurs- t,
Ohio. By the end of the afternoon, the teams had combined
for 990 yards of total offense and
70 points. Unfortunately for the
Lords, the majority of the points
belonged to the Spartans. The 46-2- 4
loss dropped Kenyon to
Case started the game in a
fury and tallied three quick touchdowns in the first quarter to take
a 20-- 0 lead. The Lords, however,
fought back in the second period
"to score ten unanswered points on
a 3 1 yard field goal by senior Ben
Woodcock and a rushing touchdown by senior quarterback Nick
Stalick.
Trailing 20-- 1 0 at the halftime
break, the Lords' momentum carried into the second half. They
drew first blood in the third on
sophomore Alby Coombs' seven
yard rush into the end zone to
make it 20-1"A major strength of our
team is that we do have the heart
to make a needed comeback,"
said sophomore Carlin Shoemaker. "This showed when we came
within three points after trailing
by twenty." He and sophomore
Phil Waller credited senior
Montiero's motivational
halftime speech for team's fire
out of the locker room.
Case responded with a touch
0-- 2.

--

7.

Le-and-

ro

down at the end of the third quarter, stretching their lead to nine
heading into the final quarter.
The Lords were not able
to cut this deficit as the defense
gave way to the powerful Spartans in the final period. Case
scored two quick touchdowns to
start the period, and tacked on
another about halfway though to
insure the Lords' defeat.
In the strong Saturday afternoon winds at Case's Korb
Field, the Lords moved the ball
efficiently, gaining 486 yards
of total offense. The majority
of the offensive load fell upon
the shoulders of Coombs, Shoemaker, Stalick and first-yea- r
Rafael Sanchez. Coombs ran for
188 yards on 32 carries, caught
two passes for twenty yards, and
scored one of Kenyon's three

The Lords coughed up five

weakness is the defensive side

fumbles throughout the game,

of the ball" said Shoemaker.
"However, freshman Chad
Rothchild came off the bench

though only one resulted in loss

of possession. Four penalty flags
cost the Lords 37 yards, while
Case was only called for one
penalty all afternoon.
"Those problems kept us
from scoring more than 24
having almost 500 yards of
offense," Stalick concluded.
The Lords' defense allowed
5 10 yards of total offense, 275 of
which were on the ground.
the defense has struggled
in both losses this season, the
players have been impressed by
some individual performances.
de-"spi-

Al-hou-

our

and made outstanding plays in
the defensive secondary."

Score by Quarters

Score

te

gh

They remain hopeful for the
remainder of the season.
"It is apparent that

The team is counting on support
from its twelfth man (Kenyon
students and faculty).
"Coach Stanley has been trying to motivate the team with the
threat that Kalamazoo will be our

Kenyon College
,Case Reserve

0

10

7

7

20

0

6

20

The two losses early in the

season have left many of the
Lords disappointed, but they are
retaining some hope. The team
looks forward to the home game
against Kalamazoo College this
Friday. This game will be most
Kenyon students' first look at
the 2004 Lords football team.

- 24
- 46

toughest game of the year. Taking this into account, the team has
been really scared," Shoemaker
said.

The home opener against
Kalamazoo will be played under
the lights at Mount Vernon High

School. Last year, Kalamazoo
beat the Lords,

54--

7.

touchdowns. Stalick followed
up his performance in the season

opener against Centre College
with another impressive outing.
He completed 22 of 36 passes for
236 yards with a scoring strike to
Shoemaker. Stalick also ran the
ball eleven times for 47 yards and
another Kenyon touchdown.
Despite the Lords' offensive
firepower, they only stepped into
the end zone three times.
"We did a great job moving the ball down the field, as
evidenced by our offensive
numbers," Stalick said, "But we
have to improve our red zone
playmaking, and cut down on
penalties and turnovers."

Kevin Guckes
Practic ng special teams, freshman John Currier punts the football with defense rushing
at him.

